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Managing Editor Molly Moonen, left, and
Editor-in-Chief Karen E. Armijo jump for

From the Director

M

any changes accompany each
issue of Echo: a new group of students who write, edit and design the
magazine; a couple of new typefaces
and perhaps a new design concept;
maybe even new paper stock or a slicker cover varnish.
This year is no exception. We've
redesigned the magazine, enlarging its
trim size and brightening its color
palette. We've increased the page count
to accommodate 16 more pages of paid
advertising. We even have a new design
and production adviser, Lisa }evens, a
free-lance writer, editor and designer
who has taught magazine design and
copy editing in Columbia's Journalism
Department for the past four years.
The list goes on: a bigger press run;
expanded coverage of architecture,
design, dining and fashion; and a more
complete, complementary Website,
www.echomagonline.com. We've been
lucky that this year's group of 22 students has been exceptionally talented,
guided by Editor-in-Chief Karen Armijo
and Managing Editor Molly Moonen,
two inspiring leaders, creative thinkers
and tireless workers.
Clare La Plante, our editorial adviser, continues to guide students in producing focused, well-written stories.
Chris Richert, our advertising manager,
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joy that the magazine is out.

has been hard at work marketing the
magazine to prospective media buyers.
Journalism Department Computer
Technician Omar Castillo and faculty
member Barbara Iverson continue to
lend their expertise in desktop publishing and Web design.
And students continue to experience
the same challenges and frustrations
that go hand-in-hand with such an
ambitious project. But these obstacles
lead to productive change.
Students leave this experience different. They are more able to handle
responsibility. They can work more productively with people of disparate personalities and backgrounds. They can
take criticism, editing and disappointment-with the understanding that personal defeats can result in a better magazine. They are more skilled writers, editors and designers.
Most important, I think, is a newfound confidence in their abilities to do
all of the above-and to do them well.
I'm proud of what they have achieved. I
hope you are, too.

ll 22 of us came into this class with
different ideas and different
visions. Echo has taught us to listen to
many different points of view and
engage in unfamiliar and sometimes
uncomfortable ways of doing things.
In doing so, we were able to preserve
the individual voice of each student.
What you see here is our collective
vision-the product of a diverse class
with different lives, backgrounds and
futures, a class that has both inspired
us and motivated us to work toward a
common goal.
Each person in the class is represented here in some way: through his
or her design skills, writing, editing
and even ability to lead. Each of us
walked away with as much as we put
into it.
All of this was done despite personal obstacles such as relationships
gone awry, family problems, sickness,
full-time jobs, kids, the law, random
disasters and the uncertainties of what
lies beyond graduation. A lot can happen to a person in one year, and for
many of the students in Echo, it did.
This whole project has been an incredible lesson in perseverance, and it
brings us full circle to what our college
careers have been about all along:
working together, being proud of who
we are as individuals and creating
beautiful art.
When the new class comes in to create Echo, they will rip our version apart
department by department, story by
story and word by word until they've
achieved their own image of perfection. So in turn, we hand this issue over
to the next class as a challenge to be
innovative, exciting and, above all, to
take risks, so that Echo becomes a vehicle for students' voices vying for their
place in the world-a challenge we're
sure they can handle.

Karen E. Armijo, Editor-in-Chief

Barry Rice
Director, Magazine Program

Molly Moonen, Managing Editor
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Closet Takeovers

South Side Tour

Stylist Kristi Piunti invades two readers' homes to
show them how to maximize their closet potential.
By Amanda Grace Serafin

Take a tour through five of the South Side's most
historic and diverse neighborhoods.
By Lee Scheier

Shakespeare on the Pier

Great Green Rooms

Chicago's Shakespeare Theater becomes a reality
at Navy Pier through one woman's extraordinary
efforts.
By Lee Scheier

Jeremy Lawson's lens grants "all access" behind
Chicago's music and theatrical venues.
Text by Sara Wood
Photos by Jeremy Lawson
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They built it,
and they came;.__
Chicago gets its first skate park

S

A new 20,000-square-foot skate park at 31st Street and Lake Shore
Drive is a magnet for skaters of all ages and abilities.

ECHO 2001

kateboarders in Chicago have never had it easy. As if
the long, cruel winters and scorching summers were
not enough, our skaters also have had to endure harassent by police as well as the recent invention of the
"Skatestopper," a small bolt-like device attached to
enches and curbs to stop 4-wheeled foes. All this wouldn't matter much if skaters had a sanctioned spot to call
their own, to tear it up, in peace.
Fortunately, the Chicago Park District has finally, with
much help from the local skateboarding community, built
a 20,000-square-foot skate park at 31st Street and Lake
Shore Drive, at Burnham Park.
"If you build it, they'll come," says Steve Snyder, an
employee at Uprise Skate Shop who acted as a key consultant on the project. "Chicago is probably one of the
only major cities that doesn't have one." Known
around town as Stevie Dread, Snyder has skated for
nearly 30 years and he, along with several other local
boarders, spent months with city planners getting the
park underway.
Snyder, a former School of the Art Institute student,
used his artistic talents to draw blueprints and sculpt clay
odels of an "ideal" park for the city's architects. He and
the other skaters then volunteered their time with architects and park district officials, consulting, compromising
and revising the plans.
For Snyder and the other skaters, the love of the sport
made their arduous efforts worthwhile. Although the
skaters didn't get everything they wanted out of the park
(Snyder wishes it were bigger), he believes skateboarding
as a lot more to offer than a good workout and scraped
knees. "Skateboarding breaks down the 'isms' of social
ills: ageism, sexism, racism," he says.
Although Snyder encourages anyone and everyone to
pick up a board and have a go, he stresses the importance
of knowing what you're doing. So far, there have only
been a few minor injuries, but Snyder urges the use of
caution. "Sometimes little kids see you do a trick and
they think they can just jump on a board and do it, too,"
he says. "That's not the case." For first-timers and curios"ty-seekers, Snyder recommends taking a lesson first. He
offers them regularly at the park for $25 per hour.
-Martina Sheehan
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Capoeira
Pirie Scott Building downtown. Each student takes to
the floor, and with broad
weeping gestures, creates a
ictorial scene. It is the art of
airborne
free-flowing
imagery, known as American
ign Language.
The teacher is Peter Cook,
a leading deaf poet and ASL
activist. Originally from New
ersey, Cook arrived in
Chicago in 1990 to "try his
ings and fly." One of his first
rojects was called "USA of
ASL," poetry and storytelling
interwoven to portray the
deaf lifestyle in all its pathos
and humor. In 1999, Cook
moved to California, but
eturns often to Chicago to
perform and teach.
Cook is known for the
are of his gestures and his ability to assume multiple characters in poetry and storytelling. In fact, he's likened to poet
Allen Ginsberg. His performances are for both the hearing
and deaf, young and old, anyone with an appreciation for a
good story.
"I was heavily influenced by the beat poets such as Allen
Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac and Gregory Corso," Cook says.
"Their works are very visual, and it was not difficult to
translate them into ASL. My current favorite is Anne Sexton.
he is a simple poet with unlimited imagination."
According to Dirksen Bauman, a professor at Gallaudet
niversity, the only deaf liberal arts school in the country,
"[Cook's] work represents what hearing poets have wanted
to do with their language for centuries but have not been
able to, due to the limitations of speech and writing."
Cook performs all over the country. At Chicago's Blue
Rider Theatre he performed in Your Eyes, My Hands, an autoiographical journey in imagery, mime, and music against a
backdrop of slides. Each screen deals with issues relating to
is introduction into the deaf world after contracting spinal
eningitis at age 3.
Cook's performances are fueled by the controversy surounding ASL. It was not long ago in America that it was
considered taboo to teach deaf kids ASL. "It is my goal to
show our [deaf] children that they have the right to play
with [their] own language. I want to input ASL literature in
!American mainstream literature," he says.

-Sally Richards
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A fighting dance

E

very Saturday morning, nearly 30 students sing and chant the Ladainha, a ritual song of commencement, in unison while
maneuvering their limber bodies into high
jumps, spinning kicks, handstands and acrobatics. They're practicing Capoeira at the Jane
Addams Center, and to them, it's more than
effective exercise.
Victor Murrel has practiced Capoeira for
one year, after reading about it in a Sega
Genesis video game "Eternal Champions."
Ever since then, he's immersed himself in the
Afro-Brazilian culture of Capoeira. "It immediately intrigued me," Murrel says with a
wide smile. "Capoeira is a weapon for
oppressed people to liberate themselves, not
just from physical oppression, but any social
injustice. As an African-American male I can
relate to that."
Another student, Emily Conrath, says
Capoeira enhanced her perspective on life.
"Holding your own ground while smiling at
things that confront you is a philosophy I've
adopted from Capoeira that has given me
strength to handle problems that occur in my
life," she says.
Physical and mental strength as well as
agility are imperative
in life, and Capoeira
reinforces that with
its competitiveness.
players
or
Two
Capoeiristas enter the
circle, also called the
roda, and rhythmically move into dynamic
cart wheels, kicks and
spontaneous acrobatics to manipulate
their opponent into
an indefensible position. They attack and
counterattack withVictor Murrel practices the Afro- out actually striking
Brazilian dance of Capoeira.
each other. Music is
used to encourage the
players to more intense levels of interaction
and to calm them down when the game has
become too heated.
- Toni Lewis
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Turning the Tables
It may seem that male DJs dominate,
but have you been to a local club lately?

F

emale DJs in the club circu it have captured the a tten tion
of mainstream club au diences for the past year and a
half, especially fo r Electric Ind igo, Brenda D an d Lad y D.
For these three DJs it's been a tough road-frau ght with
discrimination and bias- but they get by because it's all
about a love of the gam e.

Electric Indigo "It feels best when there is a deep flow
between the records as well as between me and the audience.
When there is no question about what to play next or how to
make people dance, it's like a great energy transition," says
Susanna Kirchmayr, 35, known as Electric Indigo.
Originally from Vienna, Indigo's desire to start spinning
began in 1989 after watch ing her friends play their favorite
records. Indigo spin s a t House of Blues and Mad Bar, bu t
she spends a great majority of her time in Europe, w hich is
much more recep tive to her music than the States.
"Generally it is easier to find musically educated people
in Europe because the techno scene is older, bigger and
broader. Of course there is a h uge house and dance scene in
the States, but it is n ot aiming so much on establishing independent structures."
Brenda D "I never really planned to be in the industry,
it just happened," says Brenda DeNoto, 23, known as Brenda
D. Originally from Rockton, Brenda D has been playing for
four years in numerous places throughout Chicago, including
Smart Bar, Glow, Voyeur an d Big Wig.
"The first recognition I really got was playing at small
underground and loft p arties. Sh ortly after this, I was asked
to do a resid ency once a m onth on Sundays at Mad Bar after
female p oetry readings," she says.

Brenda D spins the platte rs that matt er at Sinibar.

lady D A native of Chicago, Darlene Jackson, 31, known
as Lady D, began spinning in 1985, but her first public performance was at Soul Junkies shoe store in 1996.
"Being a female was the reason I was put on.
Underground house was my style, and the idea of having a
female spin was entirely new and fresh at the time in the
Chicago scene," Lady D says. She has frequented clubs such
as Smart Bar, Metro, Mad Bar and Zentra. Aside from the
clubs, Lady D has also been a featured DJ for the rock band
Poi Dog Pondering.
"''m very lucky to be spinning in Chicago. [The scene]
here impacted the world and changed everything in the U.K.
Chicago's scene is very mature compared to other cities that
are still pretty green," she says
- Sara Wood

Humanities Festival enlightens Chicago

F

or 11 days, at 20 sites, more than
100 lecturers turned Chicago into a
irtual campus in November 2000,
with speakers delving into the differnces that set us apart but also uniquey combine our many cultures.
The Chicago Humanities Festival feaed discussions on topics ranging from
'The effects of American pop culture
broad" to "Humanizing technology." A
eries of events focused on legendary musiian and composer Jelly Roll Morton's
contributions to jazz music.

ECHO 2001

The Chicago Humanities Festival
began in 1990, with the theme
"Expressions of Freedom." The focus of
the Festival changes every year, but the
core mission remains to probe minds and
question culture. Whether the theme is on
Birth and Death, or Love and Marriage,
the festival continues to aesthetically
affect people.
Each year the festival concentrates on
issues that concern and involve society.
Guest speakers such as Toni Morrison,
Stevie Wonder and Tom Wolfe have pre-

sented their opinions on society's values at
past festivals. Artists, musicians, poets,
composers, novelists and actors from many
countries come to Chicago for this cultural
experience. Festival attendee David Siegel
described the events as "a way to understand modern trends in human nature relating to society."
All events are free to students and
teachers, or $5 for the general public. It's
an inexpensive way to gain knowledge that
might otherwise be a four-year investment.

-Anne Dutro
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Easy
Riders
Scooter clubs
pound the pavement

T

he Second to Last scooter club of
Chicago lives by its motto: "Worst
than m ost, better than you ." Kim
Stewart, 25, one of the original members,
sits on her '58 metallic, midnight-blue
Lambretta scooter sporting pink homrimmed glasses and a green flight jacket
emblazoned with club patches from various scooter rallies. "I like being a part of
something so ridiculous that it's laughable," she says. "I mean, risking your life
on this gay little bike with only a twostroke engine is silly."
Members of the club may be from all
walks of life, but the restrictions are
tighter for the machines. They must be
Italian made- w ith Vespas and
Lambrettas the most popular and easiest
to come by. Other than that, anything
goes. Custom paint jobs, chrome flames
and decals decorate some scooters, while
another faction are part of the sub-culture known as "Mods."
Short for Modem , Mods were historically part of an English working-class
rebellion movement that took shape in
the late '50s. (By day it was factory
work, and by night they hit the streets
on their scooters, dressed in custom-

made flashy suits, and sporting slickedup, puffy hair.) These bike owners usually prefer scads of mirrors jutting out
from the handlebars- all positioned so
that the rider doesn't lose track of his or
her pretty face.
Of course, Chicago is home to other
scooter clubs. Chad Schaefer, for example, belongs to a scooter group, the Jedi
Knights, that takes pride in being the
opposite of the gussied up Second to
Lasts. The rebellious Jedi Knights hold
their rusted and smashed scooters
together with duct tape. No pristine vintage models here.
This year, Illinois hosted a rally in
Joliet that attracted more than 200 scooter aficionados. Clubs from all over the
United States, Canada and overseas
came to camp out with like-minded
friends of the machine. In the past, peop le as far as Greenland and New
Zealand have attended .
So what does it cost to become a
member of this subculture? A scooter in
perfect working order can run anywhere from $3,000 to $5,000 but the
biggest expense is maintenance. Even a
scooter in perfect restored condition is
plagued with problem s. Panels rattle
and fall off, cables snap, and spark
plugs fail. These repairs all cost money,
but maintenance also helps various club
members to bond at the rallies. "People
come over to give you a spark plug
wrench or a cable, and it introduces you

to a lot of new people," Stewart says.
Besides the underlying current of
constant repair work, scooter lovers also
come to the rallies to compete. There's
the obstacle course, slowest rider event
and the unofficial "naked ride," in which
riders often choose a fes tive hat to go
along with the only other item of clothing-shoes. At the Joliet rally, Stewart
chose a zebra-patterned cowboy hat.
Another member of her club wore a
marching band toque.
-Karen E. A nnijo

Kim Stewart sits pretty on her '58
Lambretta scooter.

Learning to Fake It,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Cover bands pay tribute to old faves

F

rom The Grateful Dead and Neil Diamond to David Bowie
and Kiss, the rock icons of yesteryear keep rockin' in the
21st century with names such as Uncle John's Band,
Lightening & Thunder, Stardust and Lords of the Nighttime.
Of course, most members of these cover bands were born
tyears after the authentics had stormed the scene. However, it's
hard to ignore their presence or shun what they're trying to
do-bask in the twilight of iconic stardom. They're all represented-the hippies of the turbulent '60s, the androgynous
groups of the '70s, even hair bands of the '80s. What do they
all have in common? Very little original music and the dream
of carrying on the legacy of their idols from the past.
It seems as if Uncle John's Band (aka UJB) has been jamming Grateful Dead tunes for almost as long as The Dead did.
ifhe group performs regularly at North Side venues such as
rother Jimmy's, 2900 N. Sheffield Ave., the Cubby Bear, 1059
W. Addison St., as w ell as summertime outdoor festivals.
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Lightning & Thunder, a husband-and-wife duo specializing in '70s tunes, mimics the likes of ABBA, Sister Sledge and,
of course, Neil Diamond. The show is a two-part performance
and, with costumes apparently raided from Neil Diamond's
closet, it is as theatrical as it is musical. The couple performs
regularly at North Side venues such as Hog Head McDunna's,
1505 W. Fullerton Ave., Waterloo Tavern, 2270 N. Lincoln Ave.,
and Lakeview Links, 3206 N. Wilton Ave.
Stardust covers David Bowie with conviction. A recent
performance at Thurston's, 1948 W. George St., featured a
killer version of the rock classic "Space Oddity."
With full stage make-up and fervor of the originals, Lords
of the Nighttime delivers a Kiss performance so realistic
you'd think the bass player actually had his tongue elongated
for authenticity. This must-see ensemble will send you off to
"Detroit Rock City."
-Brendan Curran
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Sari Charlie
Indian fashion in six simple steps

C

lothing and jewelry are
strong ties fo r women to
their culture. One traditional and fashion able
accessory for Indian
women is the sari, which
is similar to a long silk
scarf. Reena Bhansari, a
customer in the Devon
neighborhood,
says,
"The good thing about
saris, is that one size
fits all so you can adjust
the length of it to your
b ody type."
Jean
Design er
Louis
Dumas-Hermes fro m the
house
fas hion
Hermes is launching his own
line of saris. Outfits similar
to his creations can b e
found at the Sari Sapne
s tore n ear Devon and
California.
To wrap your own sari,
follow
these
simple
instructions. You may need
a friend to help you.

1. Take one end of the sari, making sure that
the thick band called the "fall" is on the bottom .
The len gth of the sari sh ould be covering
the tips of your toes.
2. Tuck it inside the petticoat, skirt
or p ants. Keep tucking it as you go
around your waist. Make sure
that there is enough fabric to
continue wrapping.
3. Do this a few times
(ab out
three
times
dep ending upon your size).
Make sure that all sides are
tucked evenly.
4. Then, create seven to 10
pleats sp aced three to five inches apart. Tuck them tightly into
the front of the p etticoat.
5. Use the rest of the material
to create three or four more pleats.
6. Then, throw it over your left
shoulder. If there is enough
material left, you can use it to
cover your head.
-Laura Noriega
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Journalists who wrote the book

F

rom Nelson Algren to Mike Royko, many
Chicago journalists have forayed into the realm
fiction when off the clock. Some reporters and
attribute the jump to a needed break from
[deadJiin(~S and tedious research. Others say flirting
plays a therapeutic role, allowing them
off steam. We've asked a few prominent
journalists to talk about why they moonlight
fiction writers.
Richard Babcock, editor of Chicago magazine,
writing fiction as a logical move for journalists.
is easier in the respect that you are drawmemory and things that you have witthe storytelling narrative devices aren't
(di~;sirnil;ar in fiction and in reporting," he says. "It's
blend your story." As the author of Martha
published in 1988, about a conflicted girl
sm.au-to'wn Illinois during the '50s, Babcock says
always nice to have a second project.
Lyon, an associate editor at the Chicago
and recipient of a 1987 Pulitzer Prize for
[explamatmy journalism, has a different take on
ljm.l!TlLalists crossing over to fiction. "[With journal! don't think that you exercise your full eremuscles," he says. "Journalism writing
you in a sense, as you're confined to the
the story." But fiction is risky, he warns.
time to write a book, and there are no
lguarruntet~s that it will be published. Lyon is
a novel-his first foray into ficltlo,n--u:sm.l! early mornings and weekends to
becoming the co-host of The Kathy &
on WGN radio, Judy Markey spent
writing a humor column for the Chicago
1:,un-.tzn:zes. Eventually, she says, deadlines were
to take a toll on her. She made
the realm of fiction by writing the
The Daddy Clock, about an unmarried
to beat his biological clock and
"The idea for The Daddy Clock was
I did," Markey says. Despite the
[iru;piJratiLon she may have gotten from her years
a columnist, Markey is in no hurry to return
print journalism. "It's totally out of m y sys" she says.
Wisenberg, an accomplished fiction
also has written for the Chicago Tribune,
Press and the Miami Herald. She sees the
of fiction and traditional journalism as
and thinks the idea that fiction writing
more artistic is cliche. "Journalism
a high art, too," she says. "I would get
of doing just one or the other." Wisenberg's
of short stories, The Sweetheart Is In, was pubin April2001 .
-Shundrey Patterson
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He Said/She Said
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Drag queens tell all

Religious art that's full
of grace-and beauty, too

Q. Where do you store the "extra
plumbing"?
A. Aside from the obvious " tuck"
technique, "Lisa," a 33-year-old crossdresser from Oak Park, says you can
use an item called a "gap." It's similar
to a thong and is made to keep the
extra bits and pieces in place.
Q. How does a 6-foot-plus diva in
size-15 heels blend in with the
crowd?
A. "Connie," a cross-dresser for
more than 60 years, says the key is to
be seen with genetic fem a les as
opposed to hangin' with the fellas.
"When people see two cross-dressers,
they automatically know," Connie
says, "but w hen they see a group of
females and spot one with an Adam's
apple, they start to examine the entire
group and wonder."
Make-up is ano ther trick says
"Lisa's" mother, Rori Sch effler, the
owner of Transformations clothing
store, a boutique specializing in
women's fashions for men (and
women, too) . To create cheekbones, she
says to u se subtle contouring under the
jawbon e to soften manly squ areness.
Q . Men are typically more hairy
than women. How do you deal?
A. "Lisa" says sh avin g is the way
to go. "Although some woman get
facial h air, it's like peach fuzz, so waxing would be OK," s/ he says. "Men 's
facial h air grows much, much thicker,
and to wax that would b e really, really
p ainful. "
Makeup is another way to hide
your 5 o'clock shadow. Rori created
her
own
line
of
m ak e up,
Transformations, which includes a
matte-finish, oil-based foundation
that's h eavier for b eard cover.
Q. How should you shop for a
dress?
A. "Maureen," who's been crossdressing since age 6, says s/h e h as
clothes made b y a d esigner. "I go to the
fabric store and pick out the patterns
tha t I like and the fabric and take them
to my designer, w h o takes [the pattern]
apart and redoes it."
Q. How long does it take to make
yourself beautiful?
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ur Lady of the New
Millennium
is
visiting
parishes around the Chicago area.
She is 33 feet tall and weighs 8,400
pounds. Carl Demma who com.ssioned the piece from sculptor
Charles Parks hopes that the statue
:will be an inspiration to young
:women raising families. Mary is
ade from sheets of steel fabricated so the sun can shine through
her. More information about this
statue can be obtained at:
:www.ourladyofthenewmillenium.com.

-Laura Noriega

"Lisa" prepares for a night on the town.

A. "It depends on what I'm doing,"
"Maureen" says. "It could be anywhere
from 15 minutes to two hours. If I'm
going to the grocery store to pick up a
few things, I'll just throw on some
underwear and a dress and the only
make-up I'll wear is lipstick. If it's for a
more important evening, I'll take more
care [and time] in choosing what I

wear."

Mother Mary visits Our Lady of
Lourdes Church on Ashland
Avenue.

- Rebecca Ortiz
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Star

Reporte

JOURNALISTS TALK
ABOUTTHE GLAMOUR
AND THE TEDIUM
OF COVERING
HOLLYWOOD
BY MICHELLE FLORES

ith so many publications
fighting for attention on
newsstands, magazines
have come to rely on celebrity faces to
attract attention and set them apart
from the competition. Stars are plastered on the covers of almost every
magazine imaginable, from InStyle to
Good Housekeeping. Add to that the
proliferation of television entertainment shows and Websites, and you've
got celebrity mugs seemingly everywhere. What an exciting time to be a
journalist, interviewing all of those fun
stars, you may think. Many reporters
admit that interviewing celebrities is a
thrill-who wouldn't want to sit in a
hotel suite for an hour with, say, Julia
Roberts? But while celebrity reporting
may seem like all glamour, many
reporters who do it for a living have
mixed feelings about the job of meeting and writing about famous people.
In 1994, Cindy Pearlman, celebrity
columnist for the Chicago Sun-Times,
received a call from Warner Brothers:
"We have this new comedian in town
who has a new movie out. Would you
like to interview him? No one else
wants to do it." Sure, Pearlman
thought, why not? At the beginning of
the interview, the comedian said, "I
know this movie will be a flop and
you'll probably never hear from me
again." The movie was Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective, and the comedian was
Jim Carrey.
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Esquire contributing editor Ted Allen has interviewed Helen Hunt, Hugh Grant and James Caan.

Pearlman, who has written celebrity features for the Sun- Times for 10
years, has chatted with Mel Gibson,
Russell Crowe, Tom Hanks, Sandra

State, where she was editor of the
entertainment section of the college
newspaper. "I love [entertainment] on
a whole new level now," she says.

ul carne to the shocking conclusion
that Hollywood people are generally
boring."' -Ted Allen
Bullock, Kevin Costner, Glenn Close
and Bruce Willis, among others. She
says her fascination with stars dates
back to her college days at Arizona

"Now I know how the industry
works. I can get past the superficial
stuff because I have been doing it for
so long."
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As for her chance encounter with
Jim Carrey, Pearlman says there is nothing like being one of the first reporters
to interview an unknown talent who
later becomes famous. Pearlman complains, however, that the same people
who give journalists access to the stars
often get in the way. Publicists have
become a barrier that journalists must
cross to get something intriguing from
an interview. According to Pearlman,
publicists sometimes try to steer the
interviews and tell reporters not to ask
certain questions. Usually, Pearlman
does not comply with such requests and
will ask the actor, "Why can't I ask you
about such and such?" Most times, they
will answer her questions anyway.
Dominick A. Miserandino, executive editor of The Celebrity Cafe
(www.thecelebritycafe.com), also has
faced problems with publicists and
often steers away from what they want
him to ask. "Interviewing is just an
unnatural setting overall," says
Miserandino, who for more than 10
years has interviewed such stars as
Michelle Phillips, Jackie Collins, Milla
Jovovich and Jon Secada. "Just like
any interview, celebrity or non-celebrity, it is hard to get to the point of normality. There is a false intimacy you
are forced to create."
Ted Allen, contributing editor to
Esquire, says that access to celebrities is
extremely limited by their publicists,
and celebrities' private lives are heavily guarded. "Somebody like Helen
Hunt is very secretive about her private life. She's not going to tell you
anything more interesting than what
she's told 100 reporters before you,
and she will openly tell you that," says
Allen, who, in addition to Hunt, has
interviewed Hugh Grant, Jamie Lee
Curtis, Wesley Snipes, James Caan and
Lara Flynn Boyle. "In fact, [Hunt] told
me over and over again, 'I wish I could
make this more interesting, but I am
just not going to.' As a journalist, that
is very frustrating."
Allen admits that interviewing
celebrities can be fun for a while, but
says when you have the luxury of
doing it repeatedly you can afford to
step back and ask yourself, "Do I want
to devote my life to doing this?" No,
probably not.
For Allen, sometimes interviewing
a "regular" person is a lot more fulfill-
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ing than interviewing someone rich
and famous.
He recalls a time when he had to
interview three or four Hollywood
actors in a row. Soon after that, he was
working on an Esquire story for which
he had to interview a factory worker
from Minnesota. "I am on the phone
with this guy, and he is so sweet and he
is so real and he is telling me about his
house, his wife and family, something
that Hollywood people would never
tell me, and I came to the shocking conclusion that Hollywood people are generally boring. They talk about the same
stuff-all of them. They talk about how
hard it is to be recognized everywhere,
blah, blah, blah. But they don't ever
talk about anything real, about their
feelings."
Pearlman describes the relationship between publicist and journalist
as a "double-edged sword." You are
obviously going to get a call for an
interview when a new movie is coming out," she says. "But as a journalist,
it is your job to make it yours."
While journalists around the world
are writing about homicides, world
hunger and poverty, it appears shallow to write about what Demi Moore
does with her millions on her days off.
So is it fair to call writers of celebrity

write great things about the place and
that his job as a writer was just to
interpret the experience and be truthful about it. This is something Tuber
has always carried with him.
Tuber, who has interviewed Linda
Ronstadt and Dolly Parton, once had
an interview with author and Chicago
Tribune columnist Bob Greene, regarding the release of his book Be True to
Your School. Tuber was eagerly awaiting the interview, he says, because he
loved Greene's work and the book.
Unfortunately, the interview did not
go well. " It was difficult, and [Greene]
was not forthcoming at all," Tuber
says. So that is what he wrote the article about. Ironically, Tuber won an
award for writing about an interview
that was an unpleasant experience.
Greene later saw the article and
called Tuber. He said that he hated
press events and realized he was being
difficult and congratulated Tuber on
his piece and then invited him out for
a drink the next time he was in town.
Tuber says it's difficult to develop a
rapport with someone you only get to
speak with for maybe 10 minutes.
"You have to be prepared, know your
material, and know what to ask," he
says. This is easier said than done. "It
is like a jigsaw puzzle," he says. "You

uNow I know how the industry
works ... I can get past the superficial
stuff because I have been doing it for
so long." -Cindy Pearlman
news "journalists" -or should they be
categorized somewhere among the
publicists? "Sometimes you feel like
you are just a part of a big movie-making machine," Allen says. "You feel
like you are being used to sell a product for this person and they're not
even willing to make you feel better by
telling you anything interesting."
Keith Tuber, contributing editor of
Valley magazine, a regional publication in San Fernando Valley, Calif.,
says he doesn't think of his job as helping to promote anything-film, TV
show or CD. He accomplishes this by
being truthful in his writing. When
Tuber was working at a travel magazine, an editor told him that just
because he was getting paid to be in a
certain location didn't mean he had to

have their bio, movie, clips, but the
most important thing is the interview
and putting together an impression of
this person. To describe this person
inside as well as outside." Often, it is
not easy to get to the "real" person and
retrieve anything new and interesting.
To make his job more journalistic,
Tuber avoids over-the-phone interviews, public-relations offices and
hotel rooms. "Because you are spending such a short period of time with
this person," he says, "you need to
add flair to your piece and get a perspective on this person and present
that in your piece."
Pearlman considers what she does
true journalism. "If you can do good
interviews and not just talk about the
movie, that is good reporting," she
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says. For example, during a
recent interview with Mel Gibson,
Pearlman was able to get him to
talk about his marriage, how he
was a geek while dating and
how his sisters raised him.
Dave Karger, Entertainment Weekly
staff writer for five years, rarely calls
himself a journalist, though he is
passionate about what he coversmovies and music. "A journalist is off
in the Middle East somewhere covering some conflict," he says. "I say I am
a magazine writer. I don't like to call
what I do journalism."
With all that said, will the public
continue to be fascinated with stars
and will celebrity journalism live on?
Allen has a theory: Celebrity journalism is "fading in importance," he
says. Allen does not think it will totally disappear, but he does think it will
begin to "tail off a little bit." He is hoping that it will become less of a factor
in terms of selling magazines, and,
hopefully, it will be replaced with
great storytelling.
Other writers have different theories. Chicago Tribune television critic
Steve Johnson, who has interviewed
Cindy Crawford and Weird Al
Yankovic, thinks the reverse is happening. "More and more of celebrity
culture is infecting things," he says.
But he thinks it is changing because
the readers are getting smarter and are
more aware of the kind of celebrity
game being played.
Karger agrees and adds that even
more serious publications like
Newsweek and Time are covering
celebrities in some way or another. "I
don't think [celebrity journalism] is
ever going away," he says. Every form
of media, including the Internet, is featuring celebrities.
"The Internet is changing celebrity
news," Pearlman says. It is so vast that
writers feel the need to fill space, and
many times this leads to inaccurate
reporting. People are reading a lot of
lies and getting misinformation. This is
causing a lot of celebrities to be even
more leery of journalists. But as for
celebrity journalism fading, Pearlman
says she doesn't think it is. "The public
has an unquenchable thirst for this
type of reporting," she says. "I think
people still want to know what Tom
Hanks ate for dinner."[]
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Quimby's owner Eric Kirsammer moved the store to Wicker Park four years ago.

lndiePress
QUIMBY'S SATISFIES DEMAND
FOR ESOTERIC ZINES
BY KATHERINE

RAz

f you stand at the intersection of
Damen and North Avenue on
Chicago's Northwest Side, you'll
find yourself within a neighborhood
in transition. Once populated by
artists and struggling musicians
because of the low rent and bohemian
atmosphere, the area, known as Wicker Park, has now given way to trendy
urbanites, expensive cocktails and
chain stores like Coconuts and Starbucks. While this neighborhood slowly turns into Yuppieville, Quimby's
bookstore remains a stronghold of
independent culture in Chicago, being
one of the only stores in the United
States that specializes in the underground press.
Quimby's is a blink-and-you'llmiss-it bookstore that sells independently published books, magazines
and newspapers. The front of the
store isn't flashy. There are no blinking lights or neon display windows.

A small, round sign swings out from
the top of the small wooden door, a
door that looks like the entrance to a
tavern.
But step inside, and you'll find a
clean, well-kept shop layered with
hundreds of neat rows of odd-looking
magazine covers, twisted greeting
cards and unusual books. The entire
place smells like printing ink, newspapers and photocopies. Appropriate,
because, if you look a little further,
you'll find a giant display of
fanzines-small, mostly handmade,
photocopied mini-magazines that are
stapled, rough-looking documents
that read like propaganda. You've
probably seen them at Tower Records,
tucked underneath the tattered copy
of High Times.
These zines, as they are commonly
known, have a range of topics from
Riot Grrrl culture to literature. Most
'zinesters' make only a few hundred
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copies of their publication, if that, and
distribute their publications by peddling them to mom-and-pop record
stores where they sell on consignment.
What really makes Quimby's
unique is the fact that it is one of three
stores in the entire United States that
specializes in the underground press.
This is good news for people who sell

Word From Lollapalooza 94, a compilation. Inconspicuous Consumption: an
obsessive look at the stuff we take for
granted, from the everyday to the obscure
by Paul Lukas. There is nothing ordinary at Quimby's. You come to expect
to find a copy of Extreme Fetish! before
finding a copy of Catcher in the Rye.
"Quimby's is probably the best
resource in the country," says Brent

uQuimby's is well-known in the zine
community because they advertise
everywhere. People in San Francisco
know they can send their zine there
and it will get sold." -Brent Ritzel
their zines here. The store sells all
zines on consignment (the publisher
gets 60 percent of the profit). And
because Quimby's is world renowned,
there is a better chance of the zine
actually selling.
People who come to this Mecca of
independent publishers do so to
browse the assortment of odd paper
and staples, looking for something
brilliant. Unlike record stores, Quimby's customers come to read, not to
listen. The store's lone clerk, a petite
girl with short, black hair in barrettes,
still plays records in the background,
but never anything too mainstream.
The store was founded nearly 10
years ago when Steven Svymbersky, a
zinester himself, wanted to start an
independent bookstore without the
typical anarchist theme. Quimby's
kept its doors open to everyone:
zinesters, comic enthusiasts, literary
buffs, and so on. But alas, Svymbersky
became tired of his life in Chicago and
eventually moved to Amsterdam and
is now a theater technician at Boom
Chicago.
He sold Quimby's to Chicago
Comics owner Eric Kirsammer. Chicago Comics, which is located on Clark
Street just north of Belmont, has the
same philosophy about underground
press as Quimby's, and Svymbersky
felt it was a good match. At this time,
Quimby's moved a little further west
to North Avenue. It's been in its current setting for more than four years.
Walk the length of the store, into
the back, and you'll find Quimby's
selection of books. Death of a Transvestite, by Ed Wood, Jr. Revival! Spoken
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would not have her Midwest following if not for Quimby's.
Aside from the exotic, fringe culture it supports, Quimby's seems to
have a culture all its own. "Some people come in, just stay here and talk all
day," says Quimby's employee and
zine publisher Al Burian. "It's kind of
cool to watch." The store is a gathering
place for those who still love the fringe,
even if it's not so evident anymore in
Wicker Park. Customers come from all
parts of Chicago and throughout the
Midwest to browse in Quimby's.
And business is good. Unlike several stores in the neighborhood that have
been forced out by high rents and
diminished interest in their product,
Quimby's following remains strong.
The store has no plans to move out of
the Wicker Park area. It will stay
anchored, and its employees and visitors will watch as perhaps one day, the
yuppies will flee once more, taking
their futons and lattes with them, and
leaving places like Quimby's behind. D

Ritzel, editor and publisher of Zine
Guide: the Ultimate Independent Press
Resource Guide. Ritzel, who has lived
in Chicago for more than 10 years and
has published two zines (Zine Guide
and Tail Spins) since his arrival in the
Windy City, says Quimby's is one of
the only stores in the country that will
deal directly with publishers. That means anyone
with
a
copy
machine, a stapler and a
few ideas, can send their
publication to Quimby's
and sell it on consignment without going
through a distributor.
"Quimby's is wellknown in the zine community because they
advertise everywhere,"
says Ritzel. "So people
in San Francisco know
they can send their zine
there and it will get sold.
And since there's not a
lot of stores around like
it, they will."
Joni Liebermann, a
zine publisher from San
Diego, sells her zine,
Psychoholics Unanimou s,
at Quimby's. She first
heard of the store when
it opened, and Liebermann began sending
copies of her zine right
away. Psychoholics Unanimous, which is about Bmovies and drive-ins, is
quite popular in Chica- Blink and you might miss Quimby's, but zine fans know where
go, and Liebermann to find it, at 1854 W. North Ave.
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Writing for Justice
COLUMNIST MARY MITCHELL SEES THINGS IN BLACKANDWHITE
BY CHRISTINE MEFFORD

s a columnist, she covers a lot
of racially hot subjects--subjects many readers are uncomfortable with. After Sun-Times columnist Mary Mitchell wrote about slave
reparations she received a letter containing one dollar along with the
words, "That's all your ancestors are
worth."
"I keep that letter and dollar on my
bulletin board as a reminder of how
hateful people can be," says Mitchell,
who understands that not everybody
applauds her efforts. "Some people
either agree or disagree, but if I can get
them to see different points of view,
I've accomplished something,"
Mary Mitchell became known in
Chicago as the "voice of the voiceless"
when she began to write columns
about injustice against African Americans by police, alderman, even the
mayor. Most people in Chicago either
love Mitchell or they hate her. Either
way, they can't deny she's one great
journalist. The awards all over her
office walls speak for her. In addition
to her first award from Columbia College, Mitchell has won many others:
the Association of Black Journalists
Excellence Award in 1993; the Black
Rose Award; Expo for Today's Black
Women gave her an award in 2000, as
did the Black Women's Lawyer's Association; and awards for her editorial
writing and for her series of articles on
education. "I really couldn't single out
just one award as being most special to
me, they are all important, especially
the ones I received from the community and my peers," says Mitchell. "My
voice has been an important voice in
Chicago, and that's rewarding."
When Mitchell walks into a room
you feel like you're among journalism
royalty. She gives off a ray of confidence that is contagious. Mitchell had
a very humble upbringing on the
South Side of Chicago in the CHA's
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Clarence Dale Homes on 38th, in Langley near Cottage Grove. This CHA
project no longer exists, but Mitchell
will always remember it as her home.
"A lot of people look down on the
fact I grew up in the projects, but we
were a community," says Mitchell. For
Mitchell it was a great childhood. "I
had friends and fun. We had a school,
it was a neighborhood just like any
other," says Mitchell. It's disheartening
for Mitchell, though, because she can't
show her kids where she grew up, and
went to school. "I can't show my kids,
that's the school where I went to, the
park where I played. It's a really sad
thing," Mitchell says.
At 40, Mitchell was working as a
secretary and began to feel like it was
time to get serious about her life. She
won't say where she worked because
of legal reasons. "I don't like to say
where I worked because of articles I
have written about discrimination in
the workplace," Mitchell says. Mitchell
has worked at some major law firms in
Chicago. After she got passed up for a
promotion, she decided it was time to
go back to school full time. "I realized
there had to be more," she says. In
1991, Mitchell graduated with a degree
in journalism from Columbia College.
"I went back to school, at first part time
and at nights," she says. It was hard for
Mitchell, especially raising kids. "I
would not recommend what I did to
anyone. I would not do it again," she
says. In some ways Mitchell feels she
missed out on her kids' lives. "It was a
great sacrifice for me."
Mitchell never would have guessed
she would be where she is today, one of
only two black women on the SunTimes editorial board. "I feel that this is
one of the greatest accomplishments I
made in life," she says.
Two of the issues closest to
Mitchell's heart are gangs and violence. "These are the things that we

Columnist Mary Mitchell is one of two
black women on the Chicago Sun-Times
editorial board.

can't control. How do you stop violence, how do you stop gangs, you
can't." Mitchell has written about
many victims of violence, including a
story about a young girl who was shot
on the South Side. "Sure, hundreds of
people show up and left flowers and
paid their respects, but the next day
some other child was getting shot and
killed. Yo.u can only do so much, you
can't cover all the children getting
killed every day."
Although Mitchell has met a lot of
famous people, it's the common person
she learns from the most. "Everyone
has a story, and sometimes the best stories come from common people," says
Mitchell. She feels that if these stories
motivate enough readers to see a different viewpoint, her work is successful. "To know that people are sitting
around their breakfast table reading
my column is great," she says.
Mitchell doesn't see herself at the
Sun-Times in the next 10 years . "I
always saw myself writing novels,"
she says. For now, she's just making
her imprint for the next person to take
over. ''I'm just the voice for now, later it
will be someone else, and so on." For
whomever takes her place, they have
some pretty big shoes to fill. Cl
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Marilyn's interest in art began as a
child. Soon after settling in Chicago,
she enrolled at the School of the Art
Institute in 1990, but only attended for
a semester. After some time off,
Marilyn became a student at the
American Academy of Art, where she
eventually earned a bachelor's degree
in electronics and graphic design.
Around this time, Marilyn became
interested in the world of bondage and
domination. Her first experience was
with a boyfriend. She recalls tying him
to the couch in her living room and
then, perhaps by instinct, dripping
candle wax on him. That was only the
beginning. The past six years she has
been a "lifestyle dominatrix."
"I am skilled in the arts of teasing
and denial," she says. "In other words,
I am a tease, and the submissive can
do nothing about it. It's like seeing a
big piece of cake and not being able to

lift the see-through cover." Marilyn
also works as a fetish model and has
appeared in erotic magazines such as
Fetish and On Our Backs.
Marilyn initially thought she
would have a career in the fine arts;
however, she then imagined herself on

her own gallery, an idea she had been
pondering for a while. By doing so,
she could express her feelings about
sexuality and sensuality using the
work of other people. "My feelings are
that sexuality should be respected,
appreciated and adored!" Marilyn and

uMy feelings are that sexuality should
be respected, appreciated and
adored!'' -Marilyn
the business end of the art world.
During a trip to New York in 1999, she
visited the Guggenheim Museum.
There she saw sketchbooks of erotic
art displayed under glass-the work
of Salvador
Dali and Joan Miro.
"There were these little sketchbooks
sort of hidden so no one could really
see; whereas, I think people should
know that stuff, too," Marilyn says.
That is when she decided to open

a partner, Kurt Wright, found a space
on North Avenue and christened it
Feiti<;o, which in Portuguese means
"charm" or "sorcery." "So now I have
a gallery, and I'm learning the business
of being an artist, dealing with artists
and dealing with dealers," Marilyn
says.
Everything from sculptures to
paintings have been featured at
Feiti<;o. So as not to shock passersby,
works of a more sexually graphic
nature are kept toward the back of the
gallery. Chicago photographer Lee
Higgs, who recently released a book of
his work, Generation Fetish, says the
gallery is wonderful for Chicago and
is long overdue. "I am amazed at the
energy which Marilyn and Kurt have
put into the place and what a nice job
they have done," Higgs says. The
gallery also offers erotic and fetish lifedrawing classes.
The artists featured at Feiti<;o usually seek permission to exhibit their
work from the gallery via e-mail or by
stopping by with their portfolio.
Martin R. Class, a photographer from
Dayton, Ohio, was invited to exhibit at
the gallery after Feiti<;o received the
URL for his Website, www.raphaelclass.com. "It's a great place to show
my work. I like the fact that they focus
on erotic art, so if you are coming there
to see art you won't be surprised by
the content," Class says.
"The purpose of Feiti<;o Gallery is
to express ourselves as artists, which
includes our naturally sexual/ sensual
nature; a part of us that is often neglected, forgotten, or bound and
gagged in a closet somewhere,"
Marilyn says. Feiti<;o is located at 1821
W. North Ave. Call (773) 384-0586 or
check out www.feitico.com. Cl
One of Higgs' images shows the intense
dichotomy between mistress and slave.
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Flair
for the
ONE CAB
DRIVER'S
UNIQUE SENSE
OF STYLE

The decor of Pamela Reed's cab keeps current with the holidays, such as St. Patrick's Day, above.
BY KELLY BARNES

F

lowers? Stuffed animals? A
female taxi driver? That's right,
folks. Des Plaines resident
Pamela Reed, 55, who has been driving taxis for the past six years,
describes herself as a triple minority:
female cab driver, Chicago native and
English speaker. "Driving is boring
and stressful in Chicago," she says.
But it's the customers who make
Reed's job enjoyable. "Customers are
just marvelous; so many people, so
many ideas, so many things to talk
about," Reed says.
Silk flowers and beanie babies are
displayed on the dashboard and in the
rear window of Reed's cream and
green '99 Crown Victoria. The visors
are dotted with angel pins. "People
always tell me I'm well protected by
my angels," says the outspoken and
upbeat Reed. So why the decorations?
"It makes me happy, so it will make
other people happy," she says.
Reed says her cab is her office, with
the dashboard serving as a makeshift
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desk, complete with cell phone and a
photo of her daughter. "I tell people I
was fortunate enough to get a corner
office with a view." The former ambulance driver became a cabby full time
to support herself and her 16-year-old
daughter, Patty, after her husband,
who drove a cab for 46 years, passed
away. Billy Bear, one of the stuffed animals in Reed's cab, is named after her
husband.
Because Reed owns her cab, she
isn't required to have a shield between
the front and rear seat. ''I'm not worried or scared, and besides, people like
it better without the shield," she says.

Reed decorates her cab year-round
with flowers to fit the season. If it's
Thanksgiving, there will most likely be
a stuffed turkey perched atop the
meter. "Some of these guys [other cab
drivers] do too much- it's gaudy,"
Reed says. The only time she puts
lights in her car is at Christmas, when
she has a little tree that plugs into the
cigarette lighter.
Passengers appreciate the decorations, and Reed receives compliments
from her customers. "Some people
think the flowers are real," Reed says.
She recalls when a guy pulled up next
to her cab and said her flowers needed

~~customers are just marvelous; so
many people, so many ideas, so many
things to talk about."' - Pamela Reed

On average, Reed drives 115 to 135
miles a day. She is a member of the
Checker Taxi Association, which keeps
her auto insurance cost down to about
$115 a week.

to be watered. Reed responded by
turning on the windshield wipers.
"[The decorations] give the cab a clean
feeling and the feeling that I care," she
says. D
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BY KAREN E.ARMIJO

im Hockett grabs a pair
of ice tongs and begins
hoisting several 300pound ice blocks out of their
boxes. Electric chain saw in
hand, he begins carving a gigantic frozen flower vase that will
eventually find its way to a
wedding at a grand downtown
hotel.
Hockett, who doubles as
sous chef at Vong, the upscale
Thai-French restaurant run by
Jean Georges Vongerichten, is
one of a small but significant
group of Chicago-area chefs
who create works of art from
perishable components.
Unlike the traditional art of stone,
metals and paint you might find in a
museum, the culinary artist creates art
made to melt--either in your mouth or
in a puddle on the floor. Why create art
that won't stand the test of time?
Some, like Hockett, do it for personal satisfaction and as relief from the
120-degree atmosphere of the kitchen.
Others, such as Eng Ming Hsu, executive pastry chef at the Ritz-Carlton, do
it to augment the creativity and challenges she faces producing menus for
the hotel day after day.
Still, a smaller contingent, such as
pastry chef Kim Stewart, do it simply
because they are good at it-they
understand the craft so well that caution is thrown out with the trash and
creativity makes its entrance.
Also, artists on the fringes of food
production have what many other
artists lack- a plethora of employable
skills.
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A brilliant display of melting artistry, this
heart was carved by chain saw and chisel.

Ice
Tucked away in an unassuming
brick building in Forest Park is

happen anymore, and the industry is hurt by it."
The master carver is Hawk,
38, (a childhood nickname that
stuck) who is considered one of
the top five carvers in the United
States. "Nobody can top his
speed and precision," Nadeau
says. A former sous chef at the
Four Seasons in Dallas, Hawk
moved back to Chicago after
Nadeau enticed him by offering
to pay for moving expenses.
Hawk attends many of the competitions held in Canada and the
United States. This year he won a
gold medal at the national competition in Munster, Ind.
On average, the carvers at Nadeau's
go through 120 blocks of crystal-clear ice
each day. That number skyrockets
around Christmas and Easter. Many of
the sculptures have objects frozen

~~To l et sorne young ki d corne in to
watch a n d l earn the trade just doesn•t
happen a nyrnore ... " - .J irn Nadeau

Nadeau's Ice Sculptures Inc. After running the business for 20 years, owner
Jim Nadeau has taken a step back from
the artistic side of the business to run the
company. Not one of his six employees
is under the age of 35. "My insurance
company won't let people just hang
around and watch because they're
afraid someone might get hurt,"
Nadeau says. "Think about it- a person
standing in water using an electric chain
saw. To let some young kid come in to
watch and learn the trade just doesn't

inside: plastic sea creatures, stuffed
teddy bears, vodka bottles.
A more nontraditional carver at
Nadeau's is Wayne Baker, 37, who runs
the newest addition to the staff-the
CNC routing machine, a computerized
carver so precise it can carve on an ice
cube. Originally designed to carve
wooden objects such as signs and toilet
seats, the machine now takes over the
tedious task of carving intricate corporate logos and ornate objects such as
grand pianos or horse-drawn carriages.
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The CNC routing machine works on a block of ice.

Baker designs the objects on the computer and then controls the speed of the
blades so they don't crack the ice.

Sugar
On the other end of the spectrum
from the chilling effects of ice is sugar.
Hot boiling glucose, water and coloring is twisted and shaped into sculpted
ornate objects. Eng Ming Hsu, executive pastry chef of the Ritz-Carlton in
Chicago, is a member of the 2001 team
for the World Pastry Cup in Lyon,
France. Hsu and two other team members will represent the United States,
one of 20 countries that will compete
for a gold medal.
Each team of three has just nine
hours to complete six events: a dessert
made from pulled sugar; one made of
chocolate; an ice carving; 18 exact portions of a plated dessert; a frozen cake or
ice cream; and a chocolate cake. Judging
is based on composition, artistry, imagination and flavor. "Getting the plans
together in preparation for the competition can be nerve-racking; everything
has to match timing," Hsu says.
Hsu studied studio art, photography and jewelry making at Skidmore
College in upstate New York. "I wish I
had paid more attention in art school,"
Hsu says with a laugh. Architecturally,
it is important for building the display
pieces." After school, Hsu studied pastry at the Culinary Institute of America
in Hyde Park, N.Y., perhaps the grand-
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daddy of all cooking schools. She has
been at the Ritz-Carlton for six years,
developing menus in each area of the
hotel: banquet rooms, room service,
dining room and the club.

Layers of flavor
It has been said that artists do not

like to obey the rules of objective thinking. They create out of spontaneity and
are not restrained by the rules of cause

going rigorous mental and physical
strain to perfect her art. "[Trotter] was
always pushing us to create new ideas
by saying, 'OK, I want you to come up
with something that will just blow me
away,"' Stewart says.
After Trotters, Stewart helped open
Michael Taus's restaurant, Zealous, and
has created pastry for Cafe Absinthe
and Spago.
Stewart believes that her artistic
strength relies on the philosophy of
designing effective flavor combinations.
"Before I start a dessert, I ask myself
what I can do to present it to the customer so they get the full effect of the
flavors yet have it visually appealing,"
she says. This is not to say that her
desserts lie flat on the plate. Stewart
likes to use metal ring molds to shape
the dessert in layers.
Her "banana timbale" is one of her
favorites. Starting from the bottom she
builds on a caramel macadamia cake
and continues with layers of brown
sugar baked meringue, diced bananas
tossed in caramel sauce with coffee mascarpone cream to top. Around the base,
she sprinkles crispy banana chips and
macadamia pralines.
A pastry chef's real work, like any
artist, is to follow one's instincts when
pushing the boundaries of the medium.
One such experiment was a daring

It has been said that artists do n o t
like to obey the rules of objec t ive
th i nki ng.
and effect.
Kim Stewart is one such person.
Stewart, huddling over a sewing
machine, works on a pink corduroy
skirt espousing the virtues of fine pastry
work. "This is my cross-training-you
gotta mix it up a little bit," says Stewart,
who keeps dashing out of the room to
try on the skirt for size.
In 1995 Stewart graduated from
Kendall College in Evanston with a
certificate in culinary arts and began
her career making desserts at Bella
Vista. Usually, the first job a chef takes
straight out of cooking school is an
induction into service often equivalent
to boot camp. But for Stewart, that didn't come until later, when she was
hired as a pastry chef at Charlie
Trotter's, working for two years under-

creation consisting of a Meyer lemon
custard tartlet, tarragon syrup, citrus
granita and Bombay Sapphire gin ice
cream-finished with candied tarragon
and candied lemon.
Stewart points out that most artistic
ideas are variations of someone else's
ideas and that most flavor combinations
have been done. So, it is style and a control of the variables that sets pastry chefs
apart.
"Like a musician, texture, temperature, flavor and presentation are my
instruments, and the combination of all
of those is what makes me unique,"
Stewart says. "Pastry is an art that needs
to be experienced, because nobody is
going to remember it 100 years from
now-you have to capture the
moment." [J
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So, You Want to
be a Sommelier?
IT'S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE; IT'S ALL ABOUT TASTE
BY BRENDAN CURRAN

B

ody, balance, viscosity-it
sounds more like automotive
jargon than wine etiquette.
However, that's exactly what we're
talking about here. A little lost? Don't
fret. Here are some tips that shed light
on the world of wine.
There are numerous ways to determine the various characteristics of
wines.
Stirring, smelling and tasting are
three universal tools used by wine
tasters. Bob Bansberg, a top-rated
sommelier at Ambria, a trendy North
Side restaurant at 2300 Lincoln Park
West, says, "Smell is the epicenter for
the entire wine tasting experience,
and stirring a wine releases scents to
better smell the wine."
Resist the urge to immediately
swallow a sip of wine. Instead, swish
it around your mouth to release the
flavor, breathe over it to estimate its
potency and, finally, swallow it. Wine
scents should not be too intense and
should always smell fresh.

cake flavor. The merlot grape is the
most widely planted black grape variety of Bordeaux, a region of France,
and is usually blended with Cabernet
Sauvignon to give it backbone, richness and smoothness.
The reigning red wine champion is
Cabernet Sauvignon. These wines age
well, especially if stored in oak barrels; however, they need time to
mature for optimal flavor. They are
rich in color, aroma and depth, and
tend to be a bit heavier than Merlot
wines.

Whites
From Pinot Grigio to Chardonnay
to Sauvignon Blanc, white wines are
usually fruity, light and refreshing.
Chardonnay is without question
the most popular of the white grape
variety for its versatility, its relaxed
temperament and its fruity taste. It
also is one of the three grapes used in
producing ch ampagne.
Pinot Grigio is an Italian white
wine that ranges from sweet to dry,
depending on the production.
Sauvignon Blanc wines are usually
very dry, fresh wines designed to be
consumed at an early age. Their
intense aroma and taste are reminiscent of green grass and gooseberries.

Reds
Merlot, revered as a beginner
wine, is soft and easy to drink while
commonly featuring a plum or fruit-

Wine Etiquette
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It is important to remember that
there is no concrete rule that applies to
what wine you should enjoy or what
meal to serve it with. The most important facet of wine is the taste and your
own personal preference. "Wine is like
fashion," says Bansberg, "it goes in
and out of style, so drink what you
like." A good rule of thumb is to serve
light wines with lighter foods and
heavier wines with meals of sub-

stance. When dining out, it is proper
etiquette for the server to display the
bottle and the cork to whomever
ordered the wine, to verify its authenticity and origin. Most important, you
must remember that the wine tasting
experience should be fun, enjoyable
and always intoxicating. D

Top 5
Bansburg
recommendations
'97 Tuscan red
'98 German Riesling
'98 Australian Shiraz
'98 Pinot Noir-Oregon
'98 Washington State Merlot

Top 5
Curran
recommendations
[under $15]
Albolla Pinot Grigio
'98 St. Louis Boujelais
Bolla Merlot
Robert Mondavi Cabernet Sauvignon
Luna di Luna Cabernet SauvignonMerlot blend
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The Sounds of
Sequence
THURSDAY NIGHT
BELONGS TO AMC'S
TIME TRAVEL
BY

MAX

HERMAN

o the far left of your FM dial
lies the entrance to a virtual
time machine, a boundless and
momentous journey every Thursday
night through the history and present
day of hip-hop. The genre's ultimate
enthusiast, Kevin Beacham, aka AMC,
welcomes you inside Time Travel.
With the lights dim, the needle hits
the wax and the Fearless Four (pioneers of hip-hop most known for
Rockin' It, circa 1981) enters the airwaves of Northwestern University's
WNUR 89.3 FM Thursday nights, from
11 p.m. until 2 a.m.
Ever since WNUR introduced live
Web streaming in 1998, Time Travel's
audience has expanded all the way to
the Philippines and continues to grow.
Although Beacham has no way of
knowing exactly how many listeners
his show has, just one e-mail from a fan
inspires him to keep going. 'Tve got to
know that I had that one person who
understood what I did that day before,
and I'm ready to go all out," Beacham
says.
Decked out in a worn-in white Tshirt, blue jeans and black sneaks,
Beacham has the appearance of someone who doesn't want to be the center
of attention.
As he flips through his milk crates
full of classic vinyl, he rhymes along
with the members of the Fearless Four.
As he continues to rapidly search
through his vinyl on the floor,
Beacham's long dread locks wave back
and forth. He then makes a quick 45degree turn in his swivel chair toward
the turntables. As soon as the next cut
is cued up, he looks over his complex
yet flexible outline for the show.
Whew!
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Beacham confesses that aside from
his daughter, "There's probably nothing I put more effort into in my life."
The 30-year-old father of one considers
the show the highlight of his week,
even though he makes no money
doing it. On his day job, at a chain
superstore, hip-hop and Time Travel are
flowing through his brain. Whenever
he gets the chance, he flips his headphones over his dreads and contemplates what songs will fit well for the
night's show, jotting down ideas in his
notebook.
While other DJs waste precious airtime playing the same new "hot"
records until they can no longer stand
them, Beacham steers clear of this
downward cycle. "What I don't understand is, why do people call and
request things that they are going to
see on video tomorrow and they're
going to hear on the next radio show?"
he asks. Beacham will rarely play a
song more than seven times a year,
while the number for almost any other
weekly show can be more than 30.
The science behind the variation of
Time Travel is the sequence in which the
songs are played. "To me, it's like a
puzzle-! link them together,"
Beacham says. It can be something as
simple as playing a Mr. Lif record followed by a Jedi Mind Tricks trackwho feature Lif on the latest album.
Or he will play sets in sub-categories that only deal with a certain
issue, such as religion or even comic
books, a big interest of Beacham's.
Many times, however, the link
between songs will be subtle, forcing
you to find the connection. "Every
week I'm building a puzzle so it's
always different, cause my brain's
always taking the puzzle a different
way."
Along with variation, Beacham
provides listeners with a wealth of
knowledge about hip-hop seldom
heard on radio. His creed has always
been that he's not just going to play the

Beacham sits surrounded by his pieces of
the musical puzzle.

record-he also gives you insight
about them, or at least makes you
think about the lyrics so you can build
your own insight.
"My biggest campaign is actually
fighting against male MCs who are
constantly
derogatory
towards
women," Beacham says. "I think having a 7-year-old daughter and a 15year-old niece [makes me] much more
sensitive to that now." Beacham doesn't want them growing up thinking
that the negative imagery of women in
hip-hop is a reflection of what they
should accept in life.
Once you realize just how much
time, effort and thought is put into
Beacham's show you gain an even
greater appreciation for what he is
doing. DJ Maestro (Tim Stroh), who
first landed a spot on WNUR while in
high school, is a big fan of the show
and says, "It really makes you admire
the kind of love he has for the music
and the dedication he has, not only to
his show, but also to the culture as a
whole." IJ
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Jazz
KAHIL EL'ZABARAND
THE EVOLUTION OF
AVANT SOUND

BY KEITH HELT & CHRIS GAVAZZONI

gray-haired man in a suit
walks up and sits down at
the dark piano . A man in his
30s with huge tattooed arms walks to
stand behind an enormous upright
bass, his hands on the neck. A man in
a shiny shark-skin suit and an afro
walks up, straps on his saxophone
and cracks his neck.
Finally, A middle-aged man with
short black hair, unshaven face, dark
sunglasses and a suit walks on and
sits behind the tiny drum kit. He
looks at the audience without smiling. He pulls drumsticks out from a
small holster that's attached to the
bass drum, loosens his wrists, and
with a look from the sax player, raises his arms to attack the drums.
No one breathes . There's complete silence as the audience watches
the drummer's hands come down to
make contact.
Kahil El'Zabar is a jazz drummer
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Kahil EI'Zabar is a Chicago jazz drummer whose group, the Ethnic Heritage Ensemble is
one of the longest-running jazz groups that still plays together under the same name.

from Chicago who's been around
since the late '60s and has played
with everybody from Pharaoh
Sanders to Stevie Wonder to Paul
Simon. His group, the Ethnic

Heritage Ensemble, along with the
Art Ensemble of Chicago, is one of
the longest-running jazz groups that
still plays together under the same
name. He also plays in the Ritual

Kahil EI'Zabar --- has played with
everybody from Pharaoh Sanders to
Stevie Wonder to Paul Simon.
ECHO 2001
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Ensemble; the funk band Defunkt
and critics call it avant-jazz, but I
eral society's norms or you are an
don't label it-I think we touch on
evolutionist. I'd like to become an
(founded by fellow Ethnic Heritage
evolutionist-that you are looking
member Joseph Bowie) and with any
different feelings . I don't think the
number of jazz musicians who push
mind can react to anything the heart
and trying to grow, you are accepting
the boundaries of tradition.
El'Zabar was born in France in the
EI"Zabar has become the vital link
mid-'50s while his parents were livbetween the new crop of avant garde
ing abroad from their native Chicago.
jazz musicians and the original batch
They returned a few years later, setof avant jazz artists.
tling on the South Side.
As a kid, he was exposed to jazz
from his father who listened to
hasn't felt first. I think instinct, intuand then you are interpreting that
which you accept,"says El'Zabar.
Charlie Parker and Miles Davis. His
ition and emotion dominate the
This pursuit of becoming an
father would take him to record
stores where he would hear Sun
evolutionist
always
puts
El'Zabar in the middle of
Ra, John Coltrane and others.
things, mixing it all up, breakThe music got into his heart
immediately. "It was just life,"
ing ground and exploring. He
organizes events at various
he says . "It brought sincerity
and excitement."
clubs in Chicago where musicians and artists from different
As El'Zabar's interest in jazz
grew, his parents became congenres come together and
improvise.
cerned. One of his uncles had
Drawing Universal Breath
been a jazz musician who had
Ascending Now (DUBA Now),
gotten tangled up in drugs and
was one of these, performed at
had a tough life.
the Metro. There were three
"Society didn't celebrate the
intellectual significance of the
poets, a few hip-hop artists,
three DJs and five live musijazz musician and kind of
cians, including El'Zabar.
stereotyped jazz artists into the
Everyone was challenged to
negative renegade side of the
move beyond what they were
personality. I think my folks
used to and play as a single
had those fears of me falling
entity. The poets moved into
into certain pitfalls," says
El'Zabar. Although they were
the music instead of floating on
proud of their son's talent,
top of it. The hip hop artists
were anticipating the improviEl'Zabar's parents tried to get
him to do other things. To their
sation and trying to keep up
with it.
worry, he plugged on.
El'Zabar feels that our sociKahil EI'Zabar's compositions have been described as "total,
El'Zabar began playing with
ety, with all of its commercialdifferent people and groups,
encompassing all the instruments and feelings," by fellow
band member joseph Bowie.
ism and marketing, puts up
including an AfroCuban collabwalls and divisions between
oration with his cousin and a
musicians.
psychedelic rock band, Baby Huey
direction of thought processes," says
"The house folks don't hang out
and the Baby-sitters. "Baby Huey
El'Zabar.
El'Zabar has become a vital link
with the underground hip-hop folks,
was like this big fat guy that kinda
dancers don't hang out with painters
liked hippy rock," says El'Zabar.
between the new crop of avant garde
and writers are often intimidated and
Playing in that band further conjazz musicians and the original batch
don' t think of themselves as artists
tributed to El'Zabar 's eclecticism.
of avant jazz artists. "His composibecause of the process of creation
"We were the opening act for the Jimi
tions are total, encompassing all the
that seems different from many of the
Hendrix Experience when they first
instruments and feelings," says
other processes," says El'Zabar. "So
Ethnic Heritage member Joseph
came to Chicago," he says. "We heard
we're missing those moments like
Hendrix in a small room improvising
Bowie.
El'Zabar isn't content to stick with
when Ralph Ellison was around lisand playing just as free as Ornette
tening to Charlie Parker and
(Coleman) or Trane (John Coltrane)."
what he's comfortable with-straight
jazz. "It's all for fun and growth.
Ginsberg and Ferlinghetti were influEventually El'Zabar became more
enced by bebop and they were going
interested in his African roots and in
There is an 80-year-old sax player
to these clubs and everybody under1973 formed the Ethnic Heritage
named Yusef Latiff. He said that you
are either a traditionalist and you
stood that creation was a special
Ensemble to explore the fusion of
thing. " [J
jazz and African music. "The public
accept the day-to-day labors of gen-
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Coming Up for Air
THE DOWNLOW ON HIP-HOP'S
UNDERGROUND NOISEMAKERS
BY HEATHER SHOUSE

n the two-bedroom apartment on
Chicago's West Side they affectionately call the "Molehole,"
members of the hip-hop production
crew Molemen are surrounded by
pieces of their lives. Among the endless milk crates of vinyl, turntable and
production equipment, sit His-Panik
and PNS, the think-tank that is
responsible for keeping hip-hop afloat
in Chicago for the last 12 years.
"When we started, we had no clue
what we were doing," PNS says with
a laugh. "We took all the hustling that
we saw around us and put it with the
only thing we knew how to domake music."
Making music started for Panik and
original Molemen members Rick Flores
and Massacre in 1989, when hip-hop
was still in its "golden years" and
Chicago had yet to make its national
mark. The all-Hispanic crew quickly
progressed from making primitive mix
tapes of national hits, to putting out
their own records that brought together
what would become the backbone of
Chicago's hip-hop history. "We would
take our tapes to the messed-up
Mexican malls to sell them and make a
little money," Panik recalls. "Then we
started making beats for local emcees
like Hardware, Chromosome X,
Macadamian Thorn, Vakil and
Rhymefest, and helped them put out
their tapes. We didn't really get any
kind of a break until the first vinyl
release of Rhymefest's album."
This break came from an addiction
of sorts-an addiction to music. PNS
had known nothing in his life since the
age of 8 but music, specifically hip-hop.
Putting out the infamous "Chicago
Rocks" series of mix tapes, spinning all
over the city at various house parties
and doing shows on WHPK and
WNUR, Northwestern University's college radio station. But it wasn't enough.
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Eventually, working in the underground music mecca of Gramaphone
Records to keep food on the table and
records in the crates, led to the
Molemen's national outlet. "I was
ordering records for the store from TRC
distribution and Peanut Butter Wolf
was my contact," PNS says. "I knew he
was starting to blow up about then and
knew a lot of people in the business so I

out their own EP in 1997 with Below
the Ground. It was followed by a big
year for the Molemen in the release
Buried Alive and the
of
"Sophisticated Mic Pro's" single with
Rasco, one of California's betterknown underground emcees. This
would be the beginning of a partnership between the Molemen and
Rasco that would produce many
more hits to come.
After paying their dues and laying many beats that became foundations for hits, the hard work paid off
in 2000 when Fat Beats bought their
album Ritual of the Mole, released in
April 2001, and in PNS' words, they
"finally got paid." Rather than follow
the tradition of today's new hip-hop
by sitting around patting themselves
on the back and throwing around
money, they recycle it to continue putting out music. "When people ask us
why we haven't 'blown up,' it's because
we're real. We did everything the right
way," PNS says. "It's like Large
Professor says on his new album,

After paying their dues and laying
many beats that became foundations
for hits,. the hard work paid off in 2000
when Fat Beats bought their album
Ritual o' the /VIole.
sent him the Rhymefest vinyl. He called
back and said, 'I want more of this and
whatever else you guys put out."'
At that point the Molemen saw their
opportunity and took it, bringing
together the best of the city for a record
called Taste of Chicago. Next they teamed
up with Chicago's freestyle torch-carrier, Juice, and turned national heads
with the single Freestyle or Written.
Since then, the beats have kept
Chicago on the hip-hop map. After
lending their distinctive beats to many
artists' albums, the Molemen finally put

'There's rules to this, kid."'
Today, emcees Prime and Vakil, DJ
Precyse and graphic designer Sonia
Mancillas round out the still allHispanic crew that is Molemen today.
While they're proud of their heritage,
they refuse to put boundaries or labels
on what they do. "We don't make
Hispanic hip-hop, we make hip-hop,"
Panik says. "We bring the fact that we're
kinda street but we're smart, too. We
come from the roots and for us, that's
our main concern-to stay close to the
roots of this thing we call hip-hop." CI
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Africa's
Passion
MOABI MOGOROSI SHARES HIS
STORIES WITH CHICAGO
BY jOE RUZICH

nee upon a time, there was a
man who lived in Kanye, a
small village tucked away in
the hills of southern Botswana. His
name was Moabi Mogorosi, and everyone in his village knew him as the "storyteller." When he was a young child,
he worked as a herdsboy, roaming the
open grassland with his goats. He was
living a common boy's life, but you see,
this wasn't a common boy-he was a
dreamer. He didn't want to be a herdsboy his entire life. Roaming the African
plains with his goats gave him a lot of
time to think about the stories his
mother would tell him. Soon, he began
telling stories of his own.
When he was 18 years old, he told
stories in Gaborone, the largest city in
Botswana. In Gaborone, he told his stories on the radio, to school children,
adults and anyone who would listen.
But he still wasn't satisfied.
He always dreamed about coming
to America to study his other passion:
film. In 1995 he left his country to study
film at Columbia College Chicago, an
arts and communication school. His life
was about to change forever. When he
arrived in the United States, he began
to wonder if his storytelling days had
ended. In Botswana, storytelling is an
important part of the culture, but in the
United States, the art of storytelling is
almost non-existent.
Storytelling meant too much to him,
and he was determined to keep telling
stories. "I had to learn how to relate my
stories to an American audience,"
Mogorosi says. "I had to make my stories more exciting and entertaining, so I
incorporated live music to correspond
with my stories." Mogorosi only uses
traditional African instruments: drums,
thumb piano and voice. However, the
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voice is the primary instrument of the Botswanian
culture.
"I like to have my audience sing along with me,"
he says. "Of course, then I
make them dance, moving
their bodies around to the
music in a traditional
Botswanian dance." Even
with his American audience, he tries to keep
everything as traditional
as possible, so that his
audience can experience
"Storytelling is my contribution to Chicago and to the
his culture firsthand.
world,'' says Botswana native Moabi Mogorosi.
This isn't the first time
that revolve around race and stereoMogorosi had to rev up his stories.
Many of the children in Botswana are
types. "I often like to joke around in my
stories about stereotypes of people," he
becoming "Americanized," by way of
developing short attention spans. They
says. "I like to target the people in the
have movie theaters, CD players, teleaudience who come from superpower
vision and almost all the luxuries
nations like Japan, China, Russia,
Americans have. "The children just
Germany and, of course, America. I
don't want to hear a 'boring story' anyrandomly go in the audience and ask
more-they want to sing and dance,"
them where they are from, then I
Mogorosi says.
improvise about their culture from sto"The reasoning behind African stories I know. I never offend anyone, but
telling stories like this is an attentionrytelling is to teach the audience a lesson," he says. "Most of my stories teach
getter-everyone is listening and
laughing."
people how to overcome obstacles as
Mogorosi has become a successful
well as have faith in yourself."
One of his stories is about how a litstoryteller in Chicago. He has performed
tle rabbit can outsmart a fox. "This
at the South Shore Cultural Center,
example shows how size isn't everyChicago Cultural Center, Chicago Public
Libraries, Chicago Hilton, the Palmer
thing; it can also symbolize how a person can rise above their social status;
House, the Field Museum, colleges and
being poor, unhealthy and unwanted in
grade schools. Mogorosi is beginning to
the world are just some examples," he
make a little money from storytelling,
says. "The audience is free to relate
but for most of his life he never did. "I
themselves to my story any way they
could do it 24 hours a day and never
want."
look at a clock," he says. "I just love storytelling. Storytelling is my contribution
Another method of storytelling that
to Chicago and to the world." So the
Mogorosi found effective with an
story goes. CJ
American audience is telling stories
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¥!11 says
'm feeling kinda bossy today,"
a short man named Daniel. "I
think I'll lead the warm-up."
Laughter fills a second-floor rehearsal
space at Links Hall, 3435 N. Sheffield
Ave., where 10 people sit in a circle
wearing sweat pants, T-shirts, tank
tops, even jeans. They all have their
socks off, with the exception of Daniel.
These people have come together to
share an experience called contact
improvisation. As Daniel begins the
warm-up, you begin to realize why
everyone in the group was laughing at
Daniel's bossy comment-there is no
such thing as a "boss" in contact
improv.
Daniel's real purpose is to give
guidance and suggestions as the
dancers prepare their bodies for a
"jam" that lasts almost two hours.
The "contact improv jam" is much
like a group of musicians coming
together to add individual styles to an
entire group. A group of random people come together and communicate
an experience with others through
their bodies. Some may come every
week. New faces may appear. People
who haven't been there for a year
might just drop by. Some may walk in
an hour and a half late, like today.
The sound of the door buzzer rings
every 20 to 30 minutes, and someone
will stop his/her movement and let in
a new jammer. The new arrival isn't
greeted with impatience but with hugs
and an invitation to the floor.
This is the beauty of a contact-
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improv jam. With different people
every week, different conditions,
moods and injuries, it's never the
same. And it can never be the same,
because a contact-improv dance is a
pure original, never to be repeated.
"The first time I saw Kathleen
Maltese and another dancer doing
contact, I started crying," says regular
jammer Marshelle Williams. "There
was something so beautiful about the
way people listen and communicate
non-verbally."
When the warm-up finishes, some
of the jammers begin to stand. Some
test their weight by pushing off of a
wall. Some are doing handstands and
others are jumping and moving
around the space.
Silence penetrates the room except
for the sound of the movement of bodies, the El, and the occasional sound of
a voice that seems to express release.
Before you realize it, the movements can become rapid, but as quick
as a blink, they can slow down.
Daniel is now standing near a
petite woman with dark hair named
Kathleen Maltese, and they meet.
Their bodies playfully rebound off of
each other to the point where Daniel
almost seems to lose his balance, but
Maltese steadies him and they begin to
move at a faster pace.
Contact improv was born in New
York in the '60s at the Judson Street
Memorial Church while the rebirth of
modern dance was taking place.
Pioneers such as Steve Paxton and

Nancy Stark Smith experimented with
a form of movement that reflected the
political scene at the time. What was
created was a dance form that was
egalitarian, instead of one person taking the lead while others supplemented the dance. The contact jam in
Chicago started in 1978, when Maltese
brought her interest to Chicago after
experiencing contact improv in
Boulder, Colo.
"The most essential thing is the
ability to listen to where you are going
and listen to where the other person is
going," Williams says.
Williams is leaning against the
wall, holding her partner's weight on
her back. "Where do we go now?" her
partner asks. "Good question," says
Williams, "where do we go?"
Later, as the jam comes to an end,
two people are still engaged in contact
as the rest of the jammers stand still. It
is a peaceful silence as they reflect and
take in what they have experienced.
After a few moments, applause signifies that the contact is over.
As you watch the dancers interact
with others, you realize that this isn't a
sport or a dance technique. It is an
experience. It can be sporadic for
some, therapeutic for others. But look
closely, because once a contact dance is
over, it will never happen like that
again.
If you are interested in participating or would like to watch, the jams
take place 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. every
Sunday at Links Hall. D
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Preparing for Takeoff
BEHIND THE SCENES OF A FASHION SHOW
BY LYNETTE GRIFFIN

en 32-year-old Jackie
Blakely was a child she
spent numerous hours
watching fashion shows. Not only did
Blakely go on to become a model, she
became an entrepreneur. In 1990, she
and friend Fanita Cook created COLLAGE, a runway modeling troupe consisting of 30 male and female models.
Blakely is the business administrator
and show choreographer while Cook is
the marketing director.
In addition to doing fashion shows
for various organizations throughout
Chicago, COLLAGE hits the road with
Soft Sheen Products performing in such
cities as Atlanta and New York.
In an effort to see what goes on
backstage before they hit the runway, I
joined COLLAGE at one of their fashion
shows and stayed until the landing.
Sunday, Nov. 5, 2000
7a.m.
Blakely leaves her south-suburban
home in Burnham and heads to the 7:30
a.m. church service in South Holland.
10:30 a.m.
Blakely speeds off in her car to the
Lexington House in Hickory Hills. She
prays the stage is set up properly and
that the DJ has arrived on time.
11:22 a.m.
Blakely arrives and ensures the runway is ready for the models to walk potholes into it. Everything is fine. The DJ
is there, and the red-carpeted runway
looks fabulous.
12:07p.m.
Models and designers start to arrive.
Designers Cindy Ray, Tony Banks and
Luz Maria Diaz line their clothes up on
the racks. The models come over for
their final fittings . "No, it's OK. Just
suck it in a little," says leather designer
Cindy Ray to model Rhea Carr. (Was it
the steak?)
12:42p.m.
All the models have arrived. (Well,
except for that guest model. Hmmm,
where is she anyway? Let's just say she
was detained for a little while.) The
models have a chair where they put on
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Nykea Pippion looks fabulous in this sexy design by
Chemera.

Sherri Bradley has the look
of a lioness in this hooded
design by Chemera.

their make-up and accessories. The
space underneath the chair is for their
wheels-aka shoes.
1:03 p.m.
Everyone backstage admires the
designs as they hang proudly on the
racks. "''m buying that one you have
on!" yells Blakely. Designer Vicky
Zuniga smiles at the prospect of the
sale.
1:15p.m.
"No, you go left and I go right.
Then, you wait here and I keep going,"
says model and dancer Gene Smith, trying not to sound exasperated as he and
two other male models practice their
routines between fittings. Later, Smith
spends 10 minutes trying to get the perfect knot in his tie. I tell him, "You
should be able to do that without a mirror by now." His response: "I can. But
my knot has to be perfect and I need a
mirror to do that. " (Well, excuse me!)
1:38p.m.
"Guys, I need you over here. Not
there, here! All the male models, over
here now!" Blakely says for the third
time with more urgency in her voice.
She makes wardrobe changes because
the opening designer has not arrived
yet. Far be it from her to let some
designer screw up her production.

Akeisha Blackman sparkles
in Ludia Couture.

1:50p.m.
Show time has crept up on them
again. Everyone is frantic . In the background you hear: "I forgot my earrings!
Where are my shoes? We need to practice!"
2p.m.
The show will start late. (Where is
that guest model?) Everyone gathers in
a circle holding hands. The models pray
they have a great show and that no one
tumbles down the runway.
2:25p.m.
It's show time and the models are
revving up their heels. (Finally, the guest
model has made it!) There are a few butterflies. There's always concern someone will flop his or her routine or a risky
outfit will unravel.
2:30p.m.
COLLAGE takes off on the runway,
and the audience has no idea what it
took. Blakely takes the stage toward the
end of the opening and notices the lights
are up too high. "Lynette, tell them to
turn down the lights!"
Hey, what's this? I'm not here to
work. Word to the wise, if you're ever
backstage at a fashion show, you'll help
out no matter what! Otherwise, you're
simply in the way. "OK!" I yelled as if
that were part of my job. []
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Fashion is MoreT
Just

BY AMANDA GRACE SERAFIN

&

LYNETTE GRIFFIN

RACHEL PARK When Rachel Park, 26, graduated from Illinois State University
in 1996 majoring in apparel design, she planned to be global with five stores by now.
Although E! hasn't called, she has no complaints with her tie business.
Echo: Describe your ties. My ties now are much more conservative than when I first
started. Before, they were much louder, kind of brash colors and bold prints. Now, I
lean more towards simple but chic; like a plain color with an interesting sheen, an
iridescent taffeta, a la Regis, or texture. So, I would categorize them as solids with
"spunk. "
E: Who'll be wearing your ties? Guys walk a fine line between stylish and too feminine, so it is difficult to be creative and masculine at the same time. My ties are
geared to men who want to put some personality in their wardrobe while maintaining the cookie-cutter look of business attire.
E: When is it appropriate to wear one for work, a casual dinner or a dressy affair?
Of course, it's appropriate to wear one to work if you're in a corporate environment
and eating out if the restaurant calls for it. I have a lot of people who buy them to
wear to church.
E: What's a tie must-have? A tie must is one that will work with several outfits, like
a belt or good pair of shoes does. Black ties are obviously OK-kind of boring, but
versatile. Of course, it can be black and not exactly boring-a raw silk, ribbed polyester, or maybe an iridescent look.
E: What's the perfect tie for him? There's no method to the madness; just know what
you are looking for in terms of style and what will look best on YOU. Darker colors
can be carried off by anyone. Brighter colors are difficult and darker complexions
wear those better. If you're short, don't buy an "extra long" tie, just because you like
the style. I had a friend do this and his tie peeks out beneath his jacket. It makes me
want to yank him by it and ask what he was thinking! -Amanda Grace Serafin

See Maria's scarves, shawls and more at
www.mariagal.com.
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Check out Rachel's ties on the Internet at
www.rachelpark.com.

MARIA GAL Originally from Hungary, Maria Gal, 35, graduated from college
in 1986 with a degree in shoe design. While in Budapest working in a shoe factory
on technical development, she met an American who invited her to Chicago. In
1995, Gal earned her degree in fashion design from the International Academy of
Merchandising and Design. After working retail, doing sample cutting and having
a baby, scarves have become her fashion focus .
Echo: How would you best describe your scarves? I like rich looking fabrics, textures and colors. Beaded fringe is probably my trademark look.
E: Who are your creations geared toward? My designs are value pieces that look
classy and timeless. Most of my customers are between 25-65, who do not mind
spending $30 to $100.
E: What can a scarf add to an outfit? It can add color or enhance it, cover shoulders
or break up surfaces.
E: When is it appropriate to wear one? You can wear a scarf any time, any place.
They are multi-functional. The winter scarves for warmth and summer shawls to
accompany an outfit-every piece has a purpose.
E: What kind of scarf is acceptable for business, casual evening out, or dressy
evening out? For a business interview, I recommend a silk scarf to match the suit.
For a casual outing, a neckerchief or a warm scarf in the winter. An organza or
embroidered shawl works for a black tie event.
E: What makes a good scarf? A good scarf has character-colors, a definite print or
texture. -Amanda Grace Serafin
ECHO 2001
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JODI BROWNSTEIN

While Jodi Brownstein, 27, studied
fine art with a photography concentration, at the University of
Colorado in Boulder, she made jewelry as a hobby. Fruit Loop
necklaces and friendship bracelets were a childhood pastime that
graduated into gold and silver. Her side interest turned full-time
when she studied jewelry in Europe. She is now hitting the fine art
jewelry scene in Chicago.
Echo: What does a Jodi Brownstein piece look like? I have a lot of
swirls; I just can't seem to get away from them! I work mostly in silver with gem and gold accents, but also beads if I find some I love.
E: Who is going to wear your jewelry? It can work for different types of people.
Some pieces are more edgy, like the leather chokers. My pendants are prettier and
can move to funky and edgy. People who wear my jewelry need to be interested
in wearing something different and having people notice . It's for people who
don't want to blend in.
E: What does jewelry do? It can spice up any outfit. It's a personal touch. You
could be wearing a simple black dress, put on some funky earrings and look pretty jazzed up. Jewelry gives other people a deeper hint to who you are.
E: Is it hard to figure out a price? The average cost is $60-$250 and figuring out a
price is my least favorite thing to do. It's just so hard because people don' t understand the prices for materials and labor.
E: Is there such a thing as jewelry etiquette when having a job interview? I would
go for something low key, nothing too crazy. Whereas, if you're going out, do
what ever the hell you want!
E: How much jewelry is too much? It all depends on how you pull it off. I feel if
you have a huge necklace on, the rest of your jewelry should be subtle-have one
thing that's extra special and the others be subdued. -Amanda Grace Serafin

Find out what else Cindy can do with
leather at her boutique at 2602 S. Wallace
St., or call (3 12) 225-6350.
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Drop Jodi a line at
jodirae65@hotmail.com
if you like what you see
here, such as the cuff
links, at left ($1 20).

CINDY RAY Leather designer Cindy Ray, 36, was losing her patience with
the lack of reasonably priced, quality leather in the fashion industry so in March
of 1997 she established CINRAY, USA. Today Ray offers high quality garments
at affordable prices.
Echo: What type of leather clothing do you design? Mostly jackets and pants. But
there is usually something very different about them. For instance, I'll design
some basic leather pants but they may have crystal rhinestone buttons down the
leg.
E: Do you make the designs yourself? Yes, with the help of two assistants. We do
the sketching, cutting the patterns and sewing the final product. It's important to
me to create the design from concept to completion.
E: What's so fantastic about leather? Leather can create a variety of attitudes, such
as boldness and confidence. It can also be provocative. Leather tends to be a more
powerful choice of material when creating garments, and this feeling carries over
to the individual who wears leather.
E: Where do you get your materials and how would you describe them? Our
leather skins come from Italy, Spain and Australia. Some of our heavier skins
come from the United States. They're extremely soft and supple. We use a wide
variety of skins, including alligator and stingray.
E: What's your favorite piece? That would have to be my signature piece: the
Button Your Lip shirt. Each buttonhole is the shape of lips and they're bright red!
It's creative, fun and sexy!
E: How do you ensure full customer satisfaction with your garments? The way
the leathers fit is important to me and I know it's important to my customers. To
ensure their leather fits exactly how they want I have my customers come in for
at least two fittings.
E: What's next in leathers? Stretch leather! -Lynette Griffin
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This classic Chicago bungalow is typical of those built in the 1920s.
BY BRENDAN CURRAN

ith a sturdy brick foundalllriJ•rl/ tion, rich woodwork,
stone fireplaces and hardwood floors, the bungalow has been a
housing anchor in Chicago neighborhoods for more than half a century.
From Berwyn in the west to Beverly
and Bridgeport to the south, Chicago's
bungalows capture the essence, style
and history of the city.
Even the word has a certain ring to
it: bungalow. The dictionary defines it
prosaically-"a usually one-storied
house with a low-pitched roof."
The definition hardly gives adequate credit to these houses, which
reshaped the landscape of housing
styles across America. From the
Atlantic Seaboard to the coast of
California, the bungalow made it possible in modern American history for
middle-class families to escape the
renting trap.
For the Chicago housing market,
the bungalow revolution began in the
1920s, when an estimated 100,000 bungalows were built in Cook County. The
simple style, sturdiness and affordability kept the boom alive. It reached its
peak in 1925, when 9,371 units were
erected in Chicago alone.
Derived from the "California
Style," which features a combination of
Japanese and Swiss architecture, wood
and stone exterior and two levels, the
Chicago Bungalow is 1-1/2 stories
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high, with a brick exterior foundation,
interior
wood work,
an
rich
attic / dormer that always faces the
street, and a basemen t.
These bungalows were built long
and narrow, with high-pitched roofs,
so that city lots could accommodate
the structure while not sacrificing crucial lawn and garden space. The very
mission of the Chicago bungalow typifies the hard-working ethic of the era
and exemplifies perseverance.
The influence of Frank Lloyd
Wright contributed to the more elaborate styles of some of the Midwestern
bungalows. However, these more
extravagant designs d efeated the
affordability purpose of the bungalow.
Therefore, most Chicago Bungalows
were constructed to accommodate the
modest income and needs of middleclass families .
However, the interiors are another
story, and can be as eccentric and stylish as anything Wright d esigned. You
usually en ter through a vestibule,
which leads to the living room where
wooden beams support the ceilings
and encase the doorways. Many units
boast a "bow window," which is exactly what it sounds like-it bows from
the front of the house p roviding residents with a panoramic view of the
outside scene. Other windows may be
constructed with art glass, which
exudes class and beauty.

Though bungalows have been relatively forgotten for some time, interest
in bungalows has surged in recent
years. "They are gaining pop ularity
again," says Coldwell Banker real
estate broker Helen Sobel. And the
p rices- ranging from $180,000 up to
$450,000-aren 't necessarily m odest
anymore either.
Last summer, Mayor Daley, who
grew up in a bungalow in Bridgeport,
proposed to make Chicago bungalows
permanent members of the Historical
Society w hile proposin g financial
incentives or rehab loans to owners
who wish to restore their bungalows.
The incen tives include mortgage or
rehab loans. Rehabs are eligible for up
to $3,000 in energy-conservation grants
and free architectural assistance from
the newly form ed Historic Chicago
Bungalow Association at 735 W.
Division St. Adding fuel to the bungalow restoration effort is a plan to open a
new exhibit in Fall 2001 showcasing
Chicago bungalows. The public is
urged to contribute artifacts and bungalow memorabilia to the new gallery.
Those interested should contact
Dominic Pacyga, guest curator for the
exhibit, at (312) 344-7531, or visit the
Website at www.chicagobungalow.org.
The exhibit is affiliated with the Historic
Chicago Initiative, a City of Chicago
program dedicated to the conservation
of Chicago bungalows. [J
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Dish on
Chicago's

ant Digs
BY HEATHER SHOUSE

NoM I has a spectacular view of the Water Tower, North Michigan Avenue and Lake Michigan.

Tru was named one of the "60 Hot Tables in the World" by Conde Nast Traveler.
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ile Lettuce Entertain You
Enterprises has always
been in the forefront of its
scene, its May 1999 addition of Tru
turned many heads with a design that
matched its creative cuisine. Rick
Tramonto and Gale Gand's restaurant
at 676 N. St. Clair St., features progressive French cuisine with a heavy
emphasis on multi-coursed tasting
menus. Marty Lescht of Lescht &
Associates of Chicago served as the
interior designer to this restaurant
named one of the "60 Hot Tables in the
World" by Conde Nast Traveler. The dining room is accented with rich blue velvet banquettes and ethereal white
drapes with floors covered in rough
black European tiles and charcoal carpet. A dynamic staircase, designed by
architect/ designer Bill Johnson, leads to
a private mezzanine dining room,
accented by little touches including an
Andy Warhol print on the wall.
On the seventh floor of Chicago's
Park Hyatt Hotel, at 800 N . Michigan
Ave., is NoMI, steered by the innovative French-inspired cuisine of chef
Sandro Gamba. The 7,500-square-foot
restaurant was designed by Tony Chi &
Associates, adding NoMI to the list of
over 400 restaurants Chi has created
around the world. NoMI's design
includes Broughton moor slate,
Bolivian rosewood, Italian mosaic tile
and leather-wrapped beams. The open
kitchen offers a glimpse of the action
while the 50-seat outdoor terrace provides a spectacular view of Lake
Michigan and the Magnificent Mile. A
3,000-bottle wine room and simple
black-and-white photography help create a refined yet comfortable decor.
Michael Morton and Scott DeGraff
collaborated to launch the unique
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restaurant Nine in April2000 at 440 W.
Randolph St. This contemporary steakhouse's menu is another product from
managing partner Michael Kornick (of
the restaurant mk) and chef Michael
Shrader. The result is a dramatic
13,500-square-foot restaurant that features a champagne and caviar bar
ringed with an ice trough and covered
by a 25-foot silver-leafed domed ceiling. Terrazzo floors and limestone
walls are enhanced with the rich
browns of dark ash wood and ultrasuede, accented with splashes of silver,
glass and mirrors. There is the Ghost
Bar on the second floor and a first-floor
lounge/bar with luxurious customdesigned furniture. Nine's socially
stimulating layout is quickly making it
a favorite Chicago hot spot.
Le Passage is located off the beaten
path at One Oak Place, just off Rush
Street, where the cuisine combines
classic French concepts with traditional American cuisines. Entering through
the restaurant's alley door makes you
feel both exclusive and gritty. At 10,000
square feet, Le Passage is hardly your
cozy neighborhood pub. The huge
space encompasses a dining room,
three bars and a dance floor. Inside,
magnificent columns are shrouded in
gold leafing, while the floors are
bathed in cool, blue slate. Over 300 feet
of murals will be added to the walls of
Le Passage, incorporating the vibrant
colors of the interior. The French
designer Jacques Garcia learned his
techniques by studying works of the
French Renaissance and Napoleon III
eras. Garcia's clientele reads like a
Who's Who of the world's rich and
powerful: the Sultan of Brunei,
Cannes' Hotel Majestic and his first
project in the United States, the
Danube, in New York.
Hailed as a modern-day vision of
the Jetsons come to earth, Mod graces
Wicker Park's diverse streets with a flair
for the unusual, at 1520 N. Damen Ave.
Executive Chef Kelly Courtney's modern American cuisine makes a statement of its own with appetizers such as
"hand chopped spicy tuna on ice" and
"ham and eggs Parma prosciutto."
Much of the dining room is made up of
hard geometric shapes and patterns,
from the square, green overhead lights
to the four-sided white china. Recycled
tires make up the flooring.
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Le Passage designer jacques Garcia was inspired by the French Renaissance era.

Mod's design is straight from the future.

Mod was created by a British
designer known only as Suhail, who
has called Chicago home since 1991,
only designing two restaurants in those
years. Whether sitting at the bar or on
one of the faux-marble slabs that serve
as seats, you can't help but feel as if this
may be the way all restaurants will look
in 2030.
The first of Suhail' s ventures was the
Moroccan restaurant Tizi Melloul, in
River North at 531 N. Wells St. While
Mod emits a feeling of cold, hard shapes
and spaces, Tizi Melloul is filled with a
soft, flowing decor that makes you want
to curl up on one of its gold-fringed pillows and take a nap. The Crescent
Room completes the Moroccan dining
experience with its floor pillows,
stained-glass lamps and low-lying
tables. Judging from the likes of both
Tizi Melloul and Mod, it is a sure bet
that the next Suhail-designed restaurant
will be a world apart from the rest. [J

Tizi Melloul has a Moroccan flair with goldfringed pillows and colored lamps.

Nine's stimulating Ghost Bar is located on
the second floor of the restaurant.
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A LOOKAT
SOME OFTHE
AREA'S BEST
ARCHITECTUREITS HIGH
SCHOOLS

BY CHAD DEININGER

W

hen people think of
Chicago architecture, they
may think of the Sears
Tower, Tribune Tower or John Hancock
Center. But these famous buildings are
just a portion of Chicago's architectural splendor. Great architecture can be
found in the city's high schools, many
of which are registered as historic landmarks. Here are three of the Chicago
area's most interesting and impressive
high schools.
Lane Technical High School, 2501
W. Addison St., Chicago
About the building: Ground was
broken on June 24, 1930, with plans by
architect John C. Christensen. The
Collegiate-style brick building opened
for classes Sept. 17, 1931.
A closer look: Originally opened at
Division and Sedgwick streets in 1908,
Lane moved to its current location to
accommodate more students. Lane
Tech became co-ed in 1971. The
school's faculty boasts the most Ph.D.s
of any high school in the United States.
Eighty-five percent of Lane graduates
go to college.

Clockwise from top left: Lane Tech's landmark clocktower; Joliet Township Central,
which celebrates its I OOth birthday in 200 I;
a stained-glass window in Quigley
Seminary's St. James Chapel
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Archbishop Quigley Preparatory
Seminary, 103 E. Chestnut St., Chicago
About the building: The construction for Quigley Seminary began in

November 1916. Nearly two years
later, in September 1918, architect
Gustav Steinbeck's Gothic-style
school and chapel opened for classes.
A closer look: Originally opened
in 1905 for young men entering the
priesthood, Quigley now caters to
young men pursuing a variety of
careers. Quigley is also home to
Illinois' oldest indoor swimming
pool. On Aug . 26, 1990, Quigley
Seminary was dedicated, combining
Quigley North and Quigley South.
Joliet Township High School
Central Campus, 201 E. Jefferson
St., Joliet
About the building: The groundbreaking for the school took place in
1899 with architect F.S. Allen overseeing construction. The Collegiate
Gothic-style building opened to students April 4, 1901. It is celebrating
its centennial this year.
A closer look: Originally opened
in 1880, Joliet Township Central
moved to its current location due to
overcrowding. The 87-room building
was originally home to both the high
school and Joliet Junior College, the
nation's oldest public community
college. The building is constructed
of limestone taken primarily from
Joliet quarries. IJ
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At the
Movies
CHICAGO'S DIVERSE
FILM FESTIVALS
NO LONGER
INTHE DARK
BY AMY AZZARITO

e all know about the
Chicago
International
Film Festival, but did you
know you can attend opening night for
a festival that features only films
directed by women, or only silent
films, or Iranian films?
Chicago's myriad film festivals
aren't only about cultural exchangethey are labors of love. Most were started by movie fans who couldn't find the
films they wanted to watch anywhere
else. "We have to make our own thing
happen, or all we do is complain," says
Chicago Latino Film Festival founder
Pepe Vargas.
Here's a roundup of some of the
best film festivals in town.
WOMEN IN THE DIRECTOR'S
CHAIR (MARCH)
For starters, Chicago can claim of
the largest and longest-running
women's film and video festival in the
United States. Since 1980, Women in
the Director's Chair has showcased
film, video and other media works by
women from around the world. The
festival was started by a group of
women filmmakers who were concerned about the lack of opportunities
in Chicago to see female-directed films.
What was once a five-day event has
grown to 10. The organization also
holds screenings throughout the year
at its own theater and boasts a 700videotape library.
WIDC receives approximately 500
submissions a year. "We try to put
work into the festival that makes you
think, feel and maybe inspires you to
make your own movie," says Sabrina
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Rudolph Valentino and Vilma Banky starred
in The Son of the Sheik ( 1926).

Craig, festival director.
Location: 941 W. Lawrence Ave.,
(773) 907-0610, www.widc.org.
CHICAGO LATINO
FILM FESTIVAL
(APRIL)
Many Chicago festivals start small, but
the Latino Film Festival had a humbler
beginning than most.
The first festival, in
1985, had a budget of
$10,000. A crowd of
500 watched the 14
films, which were projected on a concrete
wall. The festival was
a recruiting stunt for
St. Augustine College,
which wanted to
attract Latino students. Not a single
student was registered
as a result of the event,

_J

but a festival was born.
Pepe Vargas helped with the first
festival, and his name came up as a
potential festival director when a
member of the St. Augustine faculty
persuaded school officials to try the
festival again. This time, Vargas rented a screen and showed 19 films to an
audience of 3,000 at the Essanay Theater, the same auditorium where
Charlie Chaplin made films while in
Chicago.
When the school tried to shut the
festival down, Vargas went to the city
office of Special Events to plead his
case, and he struck gold.
The city had been looking for ways
to celebrate the 150th anniversary of
Chicago, and Vargas persuaded them
to include the Latino festival in their
events. They gave him $10,000 to get
things going.
The festival is now a $1-million
event with 40,000 people attending
annually. Each year, the festival invites
thousands of Chicago Public School
students for free matinees. The festival
has grown to include a number of special programs including lectures, symposiums and informal discussions
with film directors.
Location: 640 S. Michigan Ave.,
(312) 344-7394.
SILENT SUMMER FILM FESTIVAL
UULY/AUGUST)
Silent film aficionado Jay Warren
has been showing silent films at the

DISCOVER THE MAGIC OF THE SILENT CINEMA
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An advertisement for the Silent Summer Film Festival features
a still from Metropolis (1926).
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Gateway and Pickwick theaters for
years-usually for special occasions.
For the 70th anniversary of the
Pickwick Theater he showed Wings,
accompanying the film on the organ.
In collaboration with Dennis Scott,
they conceived of a silent film forum in
order to present these silent films to a
modern audience-in a 1920s movie
palace complete with a theater pipe
organ. The forum draws attention to
the fragile state of silent films, many of
which are in danger of being lost forever.
The response to the first Silent
Summer Festival exceeded all expectations. The Society hoped for an average audience of 250 for each of the five
films; instead they averaged 400 attendees.
Location: Copernicus-Gateway Theatre, 5216 W. Lawrence Ave. (773) 7779438.
CHICAGO UNDERGROUND FILM
FESTIVAL (AUGUST)
Film students complain about theaters filled with big-budget Hollywood
flicks, but most of them never do anything about it. Then again, most of them
aren't Jay Bliznick.
Bliznick founded the Chicago
Underground Film Festival in 1994
because he was frustrated that the films
he was reading about in publications
such as Film Threat Video Guide weren't

opportunity to attend five
different discussions. The
festival now also includes
a film grant awarded to
help filmmakers.
Location: The Music
Box Theatre, 3733 N
Southport Ave., (773) 8716604, www.cuff.org.
CHICAGO
INTERNATIONAL
CHILDREN'S FILM
FESTIVAL (OCTOBER)
The Chicago International Children's Film Festival grew out of a program that Nicole Dreiske,
founder of Facets Multimedia, began in the late
'70s. The goal was to provide teachers with quality
films for their classes at a
low cost.
The selection committee consists of two children and three adults. To
protect the children from Georgia Hale and Charlie Chaplin starred in The Gold Rush,
being influenced by the (1925).
adults in the group, the
films with Iranian filmmakers, writing
children vote first.
Since 1983, the festival has emphapress releases, raising funds and finding
sized critical thinking. After screenings,
advertising as well as programming the
entire festival in conjunction with Sherfilmmakers and festival personnel lead
ris. That was 11 years ago. As the festichildren in discussions about the role of
val has grown, Saeed-Vafa, acting as the
television and films in their lives.

uvve try to put work into the festiva l th at makes you
think , fe el and maybe inspires yo u to make your own
movi e. n - -Sabrin a C r aig
available in Chicago.
After meeting film student Bryan
Wendorf at a local film group, Bliznick
recruited him to create a small one-time
festival, primarily so the two would
have the opportunity to see the types of
experimental films they were interested
in. The festival was such a hit that the
two have continued it ever since. Now
approaching its eighth year, the festival
is slated to run at the Music Box Theatre-its first time at a theater venue as
opposed to previous festivals held at
hotels, fine arts centers or any place
with room for an audience. An increasingly important aspect of the festival
has been the panel discussions. At the
CUFF 2000 festival, audiences had the
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Location: Facets Multimedia, 1517
W. Fullerton Ave. General Cinema City
North, 2600 N. Western Ave.
FESTIVAL OF FILMS FROM IRAN
(OCTOBER/NOVEMBER)
As soon as Mehrnaz Saeed-Vafa
began teaching film at Columbia College, she noticed the lack of films from
her native Iran at Chicago theaters. She
encouraged Barbara Sherris, director at
The Film Center of the School of the Art
Institute, to begin screening Iranian
films and was promptly given the task
of organizing an Iranian film festival.
Saeed-Vafa became responsible for
all aspects of organization-making
contacts with Iranian officials, getting

artistic consultant, has been able to
focus on choosing the films, writing
about them and serving as a cultural
liaison between the Iranian community
and the Film Center. Although it is no
longer true that the West is unaware of
Iranian
films-Abbas
Kirostami
changed that after winning the 1997
Cannes Palm d'Or with Taste ofCherrySaeed-Vafa still feels that the festival
fills a void by also showing Iranian
films that aren' t prizewinners. The
focus of the first festival was films by
pre-revolutionary Iranian filmmakers.
Location: The Film Center of the
School of the Art Institute, Columbus
Drive at Jackson Boulevard, (312) 4433733.
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REELING: CHICAGO LESBIAN
AND GAY INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL (NOVEMBER)
The first Reeling festival took place
20 years ago at the Chicago Filmmakers screening room at 6 W. Hubbard St.
All 90 folding chairs in the screening
room were filled nearly every night.
The three Chicago Filmmakers'
staffers, Brenda Webb, Claire Whitaker
and Tim Bollinger, who programmed
the event as an outgrowth of their own
interests, decided that the Reeling festival should become an annual Chicago tradition.
Although lesbian and gay films are
more common today than they were in
1981, the founders of Reeling feel that
the festival brings something different
to Chicago. One of their big hits at last
year's festival was the Queer as Folk
series, a British television show recently picked up by Showtime and Americanized.
"The festival continues to provide
an important opportunity for people
to see work that they wouldn't see otherwise," Webb says. Currently, there is
no place in the commercial marketplace for short films. One short, Crush
made by Phillip Bartel, a former Illinois filmmaker, featured a 14-year-old

boy in a love triangle; he has a crush
on a boy and a girl has a crush on him.
The film won the festival's Kodak
award, which gives the filmmaker
1,000 hours of free processing.
Reeling 2000 lasted 16 days and
showcased more than 70 features and
shorts at the Music Box Theatre, Landmark's Century and Chicago Filmmakers. The newly established Reeling membership took off last year and
the goal is to have monthly events in
the city.

is, in fact, the world's largest festival of
Polish films. In 2000, more than 40
new features and documentary films
were shown to more than 3,600 people.
The festival, a project of the Society
for the Arts, which works to promote
European culture, was founded in
1989-following the collapse of communism in Poland.
Attracting people to European cinema is an uphill battle. Since the late
1970s festival director Chris Kame-

uThe Chicago Lesbian and Gay Film
Festival continues to provide an
important opportunity for people to
see work they wouldn't otherwise
see." --Brenda Webb
Location: The Music Box Theatre,
3733 N. Southport Ave.; Landmark's
Century Centre, 2828 N. Clark St.; City
North 14,2600 N. Western Ave.; Chicago Filmmakers, 5243 N. Clark St., 2nd
floor, (773)293-1447.
POLISH FILM FESTIVAL IN
AMERICA (NOVEMBER)
This two-week festival bills itself as
one of Chicago's largest festivals and

shev has noticed a decline in the
attendance for European cinema.
"Nothing has been done to educate
the viewers," he says. "We are trying
to create such an opportunity or an
alternative."
Location: Gateway Theatre of the
Copernicus Foundation, 5216 W.
Lawrence Ave.; Gateway Movie Theatre
at the Society for the Arts, 1112 Milwaukee Ave.; www.pffamerica.com. IJ

The Girly Show was one of the plays from the Women in the Director's Chair Film Festival.
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lndieMovie
Theaters
THESE SMALL VENUES
OFFER BIG
ENTERTAINMENT
VALUE
BY KELLY BARNES

f you want to see a movie in
Chicago, the trend these days is
to go to the location with stadium
seating and the best snack bar.
But instead of waiting in a long
line to purchase your ticket and riding up an escalator, only to have the
usher point you in the wrong direction as you search the long hallway
for theater No. 11, why not venture to
a smaller theater?
Movie theaters began springing
up in Chicago nearly 90 years ago.
The Orpheum, one of Chicago's first
theaters, opened in September 1908
on South State Street. By 1920, moviegoers didn't have to go far to see a
film, considering that most neighborhoods had at least one theater.
As the film industry became more
profitable, bigger movie houses were
built, and people flocked to them,
causing the gradual decline in the
number of smaller theaters.
Independent movie theaters might
not have comfortable seats with generous legroom or a stacked list of
movies to choose from, but they do
have advantages. They offer a smaller, more intimate feel and present a
chance to view movies you'd otherwise only read about. Some of the theaters offer money-saving passes,
while others have their own videorental libraries.
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FACETS
1517W FULLERTON AVE.
(773) 281-9075
WWWFACETS.ORG

Facets is a non-profit media arts
organization that opened in 1975. It has
two theaters that offer daily screenings
of artistically significant films and
videos, such as Man of Marble and The
Films of Andrzej. The people working
behind the counters are volunteers
who offer friendly service and usually
a quirky personality. Premieres, special
programs in cinema history and festivals,
including
The
Chicago
International Children's Film Festival
and an annual festival of New Fresh
Cinema, are offered at this Lincoln
Park theater. Facets also has a rental
library with more than 20,000 titles
specializing in foreign, classic, experimental and independent films.
3 PENNY CINEMA
2424 N. LINCOLN AVE.
(773) 525-3514
WWW3PENNYCINEMA.COM
Another two-screen theater, the 3
Penny shows both mainstream and
foreign films. It offers great admission
prices of $7 for adults and $4 for students with photo IDs. The theater is
simple, with a small snack counter and
narrow aisles. This venue is easily
accessible-near the El and the inter-

section of Halsted and Fullertonmaking it a jewel for the DePaul neighborhood. For further savings, the theater offers a film club pass good for six
admissions at a cost of $27. The theater
also is available for private parties.
MUSIC BOX THEATRE
3733 N. SOUTHPORT AVE.
(773) 871-6604
WWWMUSICBOXTHEATRE.COM
This 71-year-old theater is known
for its unique decor of red-velvet curtains, mosaic-tile floors and a star-light
ceiling, creating the atmosphere of an
Italian palazzo. If you're an early bird
to a show or there to watch a silent
movie, you may be entertained by
music from the theater's antique
organ.
The theater features foreign and
independent films and hosts visiting
festivals such as the Chicago Lesbian &
Gay International Film Festival.
Weekend matinees highlight classic
movies and documentaries, while
weekend midnight screenings are
unpredictable, ranging from Psycho to
Airplane. Adult admission is $8.50. C
Clockwise from top: The Music Box has
mosaic floors and red velvet curtains.
Facets rents exotic films, with more than
20,000 titles available. Looking for a foreign
film? 3 Penny's showing it.
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BY MOLLY MOONEN

t was a cold winter
morning, Jan. 10,
1997, and a 9-year-old girl
was on her way home from
a sleepover at her best
friend's apartment, just three
stories below the unit she
shared with her mother. Their
building was adjacent to what was

I

ings controlled by the Vice Lords,
the Disciples and the Cobra
Stones, three rivaling gangs. She
lived just blocks away from
what was once known as the
"serving area," a black
chain-link fence where
people from the neighborhood would line
up to buy drugs,

arents reported finding a ransom note asking $118,000 for
the 6-year-old's safe return. JonBenet was strangled with a
long, white cord, gagged with duct tape, sexually assaulted
and killed.
Her story was heard around the world. Newspapers and
television reporters nationwide flocked to Boulder to get the
latest developments. As JonBenet's story mesmerized the
public, Girl X quietly drew support from residents of
Cabrini-Green, nearby churches and community centers. But
Girl X was ignored by Chicago as a whole.
Journalists have coined the phrase "high-media holidays" to describe events so compelling that people don't
mind it when the breaking stories interrupt their evening sitcoms. O.J. Simpson's trial, the Oklahoma City bombing, the
Monica Lewinsky scandal-these were all high-media holidays, stories the public loved, then hated, and loved to hate.
People say that they despise these stories, that they are
sick of them, that there is too much coverage. But when new
information breaks, those who complain the most are the
first to turn on the television. They are the people who must
know every gory detail.
The
death
of
onBenet Ramsey was
and is a high-media holiday. The case has all the
makings of a mystery
ovel: Police suspected
that the parents, who
ere rich and beautiful,
were somehow involved;
there were problems
ith evidence; the crime
scene was contaminated
hen detectives let family members into restricted areas; everything that
damage .
Early
could go wrong with the
·nvestigation did. The
reports said she was not
paralyzed; later reports
edia had a field day
said she was. She did not
ith every n ew developneed to be on life support.
~ ment. It was an excepHer eyes remained open,
·~ tional story; certainly
yet she could not respond.
~ every child murder doesFor about a week, this L----------------------------..1'-' n't get the kind of attention this story received.
little girl's story was heard The building where Girl X lived with her mother and in which she was
Still,
Jon Benet
in Chicago. Police released attacked stands at I 121 N. larrabee Ave.
.-----------------~received
substantially
reports about their efforts
to match the handwriting on the girl's body with the handmore coverage in Chicago than Girl X did, even though Girl
X was a local story. This can be attributed to the facts that
writing of known crimin als. For the most part, the stories
were limited to briefs in the metro sections of Chicago's two
Girl X was a victim without a face, while the media h ad
big daily newspapers. While this little girl, given the
hours of video footage and beautiful pictures of JonBenet.
moniker Girl X, spent months in the hospital recovering from
Also, the media speculation that JonBenet's parents may
the attack, Chicago, along with the rest of the nation, was
have been involved in the crime added a certain salaciousdrawn to another young girl, a white girl, a thousand miles
ness to the story. But still other reasons contributed to the
away, with a similar yet instrumentally different story.
lack of coverage Girl X received: lack of diversity in newsA few weeks before the attack on Girl X, JonBenet
rooms, lack of coverage of low-income neighborhoods, and a
perception that kids in poor neighborhood are destined to be
Ramsey's body was found bound and beaten in the basement of her family's comfortable Boulder, Colo., home. Her
victims.

within view of the Byrd Academy elementary school. The
girl and her mother lived at 1121 N. Larrabee, a seven-story,
red-brick high-rise known as the " twenty-one" building in
Cabrini-Green, the impoverished North Side public-housing
complex next to affluent Lincoln Park. She was a bright girl;
she liked to help other kids with their homework. She was an
outgoing and fun-loving child. People who knew her said
she had a smile for everyone. She was no more than a
minute's walk from the safety of home when an attacker
dragged her through the dim, narrow halls of her building
into his fifth-floor apartment.
No one knows exactly how long she was kept in the
apartment or if she recognized h er assailant. No one knows
what she was thinking, how scared she was, if she was
screaming, if she was calling out her mother 's name.
The rapist tried to stran gle her with her own T-shirt. He
stepped on her throat. He hit her in the head with a blunt
object. He found a can of cockroach poison in the apartment
and sprayed it down her throat. He left her for dead in a
nearby stairwell and tried to cover his tracks by scrawling
gang signs on her arms and legs with a permanent marker.
A maintenance worker
found the young AfricanAmerican girl in the stairwell. She was unconscious,
shirtless and foaming at
the mouth. Her head was
bleeding. She spent more
than a month in the hospital, comatose, unable to
help police identify her
assailant, who remained at
large. It was unclear, at
least to the public, whether
it was the severe
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ee Bey was a rotating columnist for the Sun-Times when
were other factors, too. Girl X has no face for the public to
Girl X was attacked. "I was on the radio, WVOM-AM, on
see-there are no beautiful, airbrushed pictures of her
a panel about Black Empowerment, and there was a man
dressed in costumes. Then, also, she has no name, just an
there from the Nation of Islam," Bey says. "He said, 'Have
anonymous nickname given to her by Beverly Reed, the first
you heard anything else about that girl who got hurt at
spokeswoman for the family, the woman who would later be
Cabrini Green?'" Bey went home that night and wrote a colaccused of stealing thousands of dollars donated by conumn about Girl X.
cerned community members for Girl X's care. Her mother
He pleaded with the citizens of Chicago to open their
generally refuses comment, having only consented to a single
hearts to this little girl. Still, more than four years later, Girl X
interview in the year after her daughter's attack. The family,
has received only a third of the media attention in Chicago
including Girl X's mother and three younger siblings, has
moved out of the area. The details of Girl X's condition were
that JonBenet Ramsey has received, which some journalists
think is enough. Why didn't Girl X's story become a highand are guarded closely, limiting the amount of new develmedia holiday?
opments that can be reported in the case.
"I disagree that we haven't covered that story," says
With no identifying characteristics, Girl X was literally a
Hanke Gratteau, deputy editor of the Chicago Tribune's
nameless, faceless victim, easy for the general public to cast
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,aside and move on.
MetroChicago
section·. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
" After the initial crime
But Girl X is not
story, we did several
another nameless, faceless
enterprise pieces, and we
victim. She is a beloved
continue to follow the
daughter, granddaughter,
court cases."
sister and friend, and the
residents of CabriniGratteau says that the
Tribune does not particiGreen rallied and continpate in redlining, the pracue to rally around her.
Within six months of Girl
tice of covering some
neighborhoods
more
X's attack, Bey's column
intensely than others. "We
gained the girl a limited
aren't as likely to cover
amount of attention. More
very small neighborthan 100 letters were
hoods, unless there is
mailed to the Sun-Times
some bigger issue, some
within a week after the
larger truth that others
first column. Churches set
can take away from it,"
up phone lines for anonyshe says.
mous tips. The story
In 1997, the year Girl X
began to get a small
was attacked, the Chicago
amount of coverage on
Tribune published 33 stothe local nightly news.
ries about Girl X and 84
Many Chicagoans still
about Ramsey. The first The apartment where Girl X was attacked is now empty and boarded up.
questioned ·the amount of
day that the Cabrini-' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 'coverage she received.
Green attack was reported in the Tribune, it received half the
One letter to the Sun-Times asked, "Where is the outcry from
space given Ramsey despite the fact that the Girl X story hapher neighbors, the media, our politicians, all our citizens? ... It
pened in our own back yard. The Sun-Times published 43 stoappears that to have attention directed toward a crime, no
matter how horrible, the victim must have money or be relatries about Girl X in the same year, about a third of the coverage the paper gave the Ramsey case.
ed to a politician or someone in the media. Otherwise it's
reported and quickly forgotten."
Bey was never satisfied with the coverage Girl X received
at his own newspaper or by any of Chicago's news outlets.
"Girl X was not given equal justice," says Maxine Walker,
'T d hoped that a story like this, that had been out of the
assistant reverend at the St. Mark Baptist Church in Harvey.
media and come back in again, would cause us as a group to
Walker was drawn to the case after attending a meeting at
stop marginalizing stories that don't happen on the right side
hich Beverly Reed spoke. Walker was touched by Reed's
of town or to people with the right economic status," he says.
description of the crime and was dissatisfied with the atten"We began to report it, but it never really changed how we
tion the story was receiving from the media. "It is disheartenview stories like this.
ing that the coverage is based on who you are and not the
"The media is drawn to crimes of the rich. There is a comcrime," she says. "The case was given attention because of
mon stereotype in our society that when people are affluent
community efforts, the rallies, the meetings and the pressure
they are different. There is a fascination with murder in parafrom the community, not because the media was being
dise and the corruption of rich people."
responsible."
Bey, like other journalists and media analysts, says there
Many of the stories that would be published in the months
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that followed Girl X's attack were actually about the support
child, my cousin," he says as he points to each one. "I could go
she was receiving. Candlelight vigils held in churches, meeton and on." When Pratt walks through his old neighborhood,
ings at which impassioned supporters railed against the
he knows the names and faces of each person he passes. The
Chicago media for ignoring the little girl, and concerts, basdrivers of passing cars honk and wave at him. He gives and
gets hugs from most of the kids who attend the Byrd Academy.
ketball games and radio drives to collect money. Beverly Reed
gave speeches in which she described the emotional scars left
His family surrounds him. His children attend the school
by rape. She raised more than $300,000 on the girl's behalf.
despite the fact that he moved from the neighborhood. It is a
community that has homework clubs, the Cabrini Olympics,
(Reed's motives eventually came under suspicion about a
year later, when she was indicted for using the Girl X money
little league and many churches.
for personal needs.)
Still, when Girl X was assaulted, she was treated as a sterWalker believes that stories like Girl X's assault should be
ile, faceless child who, coming from a place such as CabriniGreen, was destined to become a victim. Residents, including
heard to make people aware of the things happening in their
Pratt, a friend of the family, were angry about the way Girl X's
own communities. "If we know about it we can be more
active," she says. "It makes people come together-they have
mother was portrayed in the media-as a bad parent for letting
a common cause." Without that common cause, communities
her daughter run through such a dangerous neighborhood
unattended. "Her mother is a wonderful parent," Pratt says.
like Cabrini-Green feel more isolated than ever.
"Who could know that from one story to the next she would
Cases that get more intense media coverage often have a
fall prey to that animal?"
better chance of being solved. Cases like the murder of
JonBenet Ramsey are called "heater cases"--cases that are put
Pratt believes that reporters never even try to get into the
on top priority because of the media's scrutiny on participatmindset of Cabrini-Green residents. When something happens,
he says, reporters simply stand on the street corner and intering police departments.
Residents of Cabrini-Green are no strangers to bad pubview passers-by. They don't enter the buildings, the communilicity. "The media only look at them when
ty centers or the schools to get a realistic
a crime happens there. All of these things
portrayal of the neighborhood.
Ironically, Clark, of the Community
create a feeling of who are you to come
When Girl X was assaulted, she
Media Workshop, says that Cabrini-Green
into our neighborhood and tell us what to
was
treated
as
a
sterile,
faceless
has received more coverage than most
do. We don't treat them as people; we
child who, coming from a place
poor, African-American neighborhoods.
treat them as social aberrations," Bey says
such as Cabrini-Green, was
of the way Cabrini-Green is handled by
Just a mile from the downtown offices of
destined to become a victim.
the Sun-Times and Tribune, it is more easithe media.
Until reporters figure out how to
ly accessible for journalists to just pop in.
cover neighborhoods like Cabrini-Green,
"The Girl X story was one of those stories that actually broke through in spite of
they may never fully understand how to
itself, within the local media," he says. "I suspect she was not
compassionately treat its victims, according to Thorn Clark,
the only little girl drugged and raped in the projects. Part of the
president of the Community Media Workshop, a Chicago
reason that story got into the media was because of the proxgroup that studies the media and teaches nonprofit organizations how to effectively communicate with the press. Clark
imity of Cabrini-Green to media row. Plus, Cabrini-Green was
going through rapid redevelopment at that time, four years
says it is difficult for journalists to report on crimes that occur
ago, and they wanted to put in middle-class housing. It was
in impoverished neighborhoods, because more often than not
they aren't from those neighborhoods. Reporters, like the
coverage of convenience. Girl X got more coverage, and more
sensitive coverage, which isn't to say that she was on the
public, are often scared of places like Cabrini-Green and
evening edition three and four times a week."
would rather pretend that they, and their victims, don't exist.
Clark says that the issue is not how much coverage Girl X
"It is portrayed negatively," says Mark Pratt, 34, a sound
or JonBenet Ramsey receives, it is how they are covered. Clark
engineer at Cabrini-Green's Byrd academy and a former longsays journalists are assigned the easiest and least expensive stotime resident of the housing project. "They only focus on
ries to cover.
aspects of the neighborhood, focus on things that have a huge
This sort of lazy reporting is called "body bag" journalism.
impact, but are only a small portion of the neighborhood. The
violence and the bad people are only a small group that make
Journalists go to the scene of an easy-to-cover crime, they interview the victims, the police, get some videotape and call it a
up a large portion."
day. The story is inexpensive because it doesn't take much
Despite its problems with drugs and crime, Cabrini-Green
time, and the public loves to hear about crime. With the
still managed to be a close-knit community, with many proRamsey case, there were countless photos and hours of video
grams that benefit its residents. "Everybody knows everybody," Pratt says, "or knows somebody who knows you." It is
of the young girl. It was easy to put together a story that would
attract readers with the images that already existed.
a community where people feel safe allowing their children
"People getting killed won't get covered unless there is
walk from one floor to the next to visit their friends or relatives
video," he says. "You have the parents, the police are on site for
in the building.
your so-called neutral source, and you wrap it up and you
At the Byrd Academy Pratt points to a group of student
have a story."
projects hanging on the wall. "My cousin, my cousin, my god-
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"In order to more sensitively cover stories, we need to
tioned Sykes' apartment, the girl started to cry. Bohlar also
diversify the staff," says Lillian Williams, a journalism proadmitted that she was not always sure that Sykes was the
fessor at Columbia College Chicago who worked as a
attacker.
reporter at the Chicago Sun- Times for more than a decade
Sykes' girlfriend at the time of the attack testified that
and is actively involved in several diversity-oriented
he had been home at the time of the crime. She testified that
organizations. "If you have a wide variety of journalists
Sykes had called her the morning of the attack and told her
from different ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, you
that the police would probably want to question her about
will have more thorough coverage for your audience."
the attack of a little girl, although he wouldn't be a suspect
Williams believes that the only way to achieve a more
or several months.
egalitarian approach to the stories covered is to increase
In the end, the 12 jurors found Sykes guilty. He faces
diversity, not only among reporters, but also among the
ore than 120 years in prison. When the verdict was
people who make the managerial decisions at newspapers
announced he gulped and said, "Well, it's over." Bohlar
and broadcast stations. "We need more viewpoints around
called her daughter and told her the verdict. She
the decision-making table," she says.
announced to reporters that she was relieved and that she
It is only when reporters and media decision-makers
oped the man who victimized her daughter would rot in
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _,uell.
can fully understand how to report,....._ _ _ _ _ _ __.
crimes that occur in neighborhoods
Ten days after the verdict was
like Cabrini-Green that the public
nnounced,
Sun- Times
reporter
will receive balanced coverage.
Carlos Sadovi, a man who had
Perhaps the only way to move the
orked closely with the case
media to become more diversified is
hroughout the trial, wrote a column.
for the public to demand equal, come expressed his regret for what had
prehensive and sensitive coverage.
appened to the child, he expressed
Lawyers waged a battled in court
is outrage as a father, and at the end
over whether the trial of her attacker,
of the column, he writes, "I couldn't
Patrick Sykes, should continue.
elp thinking about the little girl
Evidence, including a bloody brown
ho had become Girl X because
paper bag found beneath the girl's
here was no one around to protect
foot, had been thrown away accidener." Illustrating that despite all the
tally. Other evidence had been lost or
ork and research journalists do to
mishandled, moving Sykes' attorneys
cover a case, all the hours they spend
to ask for the case to be dismissed.
speaking with family members and
Sykes' attorneys tried to ban any
riends, sometimes they miss the
testimony from Girl X, either in perark. Girl X did have people to proson or through a 10-minute videotape
ect her. She has friends, a loving
in which the girl, unable to speak, see
other and a caring grandmother,
or use her hands, spells out her
and what she experienced should not
favorite color, pink, and school sube written off simply because she
ject, math, using her eyes to commucomes from the wrong side of town.
nicate. Attorneys demanded psychohe didn't become Girl X because
logical testing of the 13-year-old
here was no one to protect her. She
before she took the stand. They courtroom after testifying that her daughter had
ecame Girl X because she was in the
claimed it would bias the jury, that it identified her attacker.
rong place when a monster decidwould too vividly illustrate the pain ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _...,
r - - - - - - - - - - ''ed to attack.
that Girl X lives in.
At this writing, Cabrini-Green is being torn down buildBut on March 23, 2001, Girl X took the stand. She spelled
·ng by building. The seven-story high-rise Girl X lived in
out her testimony letter by letter as state's attorney Anita
ow only houses six families and is being prepared for
Alvarez read through the alphabet. She indicated that her
emolition at the end of the year. The apartment in which
attacker was the man who lived on the fifth floor across
he was attacked is boarded up with sheets of red plywood.
from the incinerator in the apartment Sykes shared with his
he concrete slab known as Death Alley still stands with its
girlfriend. That he was the man who drew her cartoon piconely basketball hoop, but the buildings that surround it
tures with black, felt-tip pens. She testified that she had
ave been torn down and replaced with a new school. The
been lured into Sykes' apartment with the promise of a
erving area is empty. New, middle-class housing is springbanana. That she was raped and beaten.
·ng up around the area, and Cabrini-Green residents are
Belinda Bohlar, Girl X' s mother, took the stand and testeadily being relocated to different Chicago neighboroods.
tified that she had gone through the names of every man in
the Larrabee building, and when she got to the fifth floor,
On April 7, two days after Sykes' conviction, Girl X
urned 14. [J
her daughter got upset. Bohlar testified that when she men-
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What's Your

Closet Potential?
Text by Amanda Grace Serafin
Photos by Gina Barrera

A lways wearing your red polo and khakis? Find you've
become synonymous with the color black? Sounds like
you're stuck in a style rut. Don't feel bad. It happens to the
best of us. How many times have we seen Britney's belly
shirts? Courtney's baby-doll dresses? Fred's T-shirt, hoodie
and baseball cap combo?
Well, when the stars notice they've
had too many photos taken while
wearing the same outfit, they talk to
stylists to find new fashion grooves.
Since we all don't have that luxury,
we're left struggling. Not anymore.
Free-lance stylist Kristi Piunti, an
assistant to NBC 5 Chicago
fashion editor and
image and wardrobe
consultant Barbara
Glass, comes to the
rescue. Her keen
fashion eye helps
Joi Kim and Chris
Gavazzoni (and
you) realize how
much their closets
already have.
Learn how to
become a better
shopper while unleashing your closet's
Kristi Piunti
potential.
Name: Kristi Piunti
Age: 23
Occupation: Fashion stylist
Relationship status: Taken
You'll find her shopping at: Marshall's, T.J. Maxx, Target and Nordstrom. ''I'm always looking for a good
deal, but I think about why something
is on sale-trend going out or coming
in? I try to have basics, a variety of
tops and bottoms for each season so
they can go on from year to year."

ECHO 2001

Approach to fashion: ''I'm all about
being an individual, but I also have to
follow the trends and promote them.
I just graduated from school so I'm
on a budget, but I still try to create
my own sense of style and make sure
I'm comfortable. If I change five times
until I find my comfort zone, that's
fine ."
Piunti's typical day sounds like
circus frenzy. Before meeting up at
Gavazzoni's house, she has already
been taping at Channel 5 and has
done a bit of shopping. She is planning an NBC show to be aired three
weeks from now, and was on her way
to the mall after the meeting.
As the assistant to NBC's Glass,
Piunti keeps busy. "I get the theme
and run with it. I call the stores. I call
the PR people. I have to get permission from a million people before I
put anything on the air, because it has
to be something they want to promote and goes with our idea because
we're not doing a commercial.
"Then I go to each store and take a
look around. Picking up merchandise, getting it there, steaming it,
ironing it, clipping tags, putting tags
back-it's a lot of grunt work, but
that's a lot of what being a stylist is,"
Piunti says.
"Everyone says, 'Wow, you have a
cool job.' Well, it's not easy. When you
walk into a store and see a mannequin, if
you only knew all the thought that went

into what that mannequin is wearing.
It's unbelievable!
When you see
looks on the runway, they have the Even joi Kim's dog, Mina,
designer's influ- loves her new look.
ence, but there can
be 20 to 30 stylists
backstage getting
those looks ready,
pulling and pinning them, putting
them together so
they are accessorized right along
with the perfect
hair and make-up.
There are a million
responsibilities."
While her job
is filled with fashion glitz, Piunti
keeps grounded.
"I follow trends,
but don't buy Chris Gavazzoni gets
them if I don't like some dressing assistance.
them and don't go
full blown into them because a month
later I might hate it. Plus I have tci be
comfortable," she says.
She's also a receipt saver and recommends taking a look at a store's
return policy. ''I'll have something in
a bag for a week, take another look at
it and I know if I change my mind, it's
returnable."
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Kristi 's Style Tips

How to shop
1. If you really like a trend, don 't go full force into it. You can always go back to buy more
2. If you find a basic top or bottom you really like, buy it in a variety of colors.
3. Have an idea of what you're looking for before you go out.
4 . Do a full sweep of the store so you can see and mentally evaluate what's there.
5. Pull a variety of sizes because the number doesn't matter; it's what looks good on you

A edStylist:
"Her favorite chocolate-brown suit, the double-breasted jacket and pleattrousers are great staples in the workplace. Her complete look is with her button-down white shirt and leopard scarf, but she has a variety of turtlenecks that
work. They are great basics she can wear to work by just dressing them up a bit."
Joi: "I wear the scarf to fill in the neckline hole. I think it looks more finished and
professional. I don't like to show skin at the office."
Verdict: Trouser suits are comfy must-haves in the workplace. While Joi's complete look works, the chocolate color can pull off a variety of complementary colors-brown variations to blue, pink or orange.

B Stylist: "Here it's all right to mix fabrics and textures. I added a faux-fur purse,
NY&Co., $32, showing how to add one very trendy piece while making the outfit more fun and rich."
Joi: "I would definitely try this for work. I never tried my camel sweater with my
chocolate pants, so it's really something to think about."
Verdict: Since Joi is all about comfort, wearing a soft, chunky sweater to work
keeps her in the cozy zone. The purse is a stylish touch without going overboard.

c

Stylist: "Her ribbed turtleneck is great, because you can cuff the sleeves or play
around with the neck, plus it's fitted, giving this a smooth look. The pumpkin
color works great with the chocolate brown."
Joi: "I've tried the pants and sweater, but never with the jacket over it. It makes it
more dressy. Now I know I can wear a ribbed turtleneck with a blazer that's also
ribbed and it doesn't look goofy."
Verdict: The pumpkin colors pops out to break the monotone suit. It's appropriate not only to mix textures, but also to pull colors adding spunk into your work
wardrobe routine.

"This trendy angle-print skirt, Nordstrom, $24.90 (sale), has variaA Stylist:
tions of blue, brown and black that I knew would match with her skin tone
and various pieces in her closet. It's loud for her, but the colors keep her in
her comfort zone. She's wearing her tights and knee boots for a fall/winter
look."
Joi: "I wouldn't have bought this, but I love it! I want this skirt! I need to
have this skirt. I'm so surprised how much I like it."
Verdict: Kristi found the skirt in the junior department of Nordstrom, a section Joi never shops in, and it works perfectly for her. Lesson learned: Don't
always shop where you know.
Stylist: "I chose Joi's sleeveless mock turtleneck because it matches the
B blue.
Plus, blue is a color she wears often. I'm also paring it with a brown
sweater-coat, Nordstrom, $50 (right), to bring out the brown. Here she's
without hose and strappy sandals for a spring/ summer feel."
Joi: "I would never think to put this color blue with this color brown. This
gives me some mix and matching ideas."
Verdict: This skirt adds another look to Joi's wardrobe but keeps her own
sense of style because the colors are among her favorites. Plus, the sweatercoat is a trend, but a great basic to match with skirts or pants .
Stylist: "This sweater-coat has a thin belt you can tie in front, leave hangC ing
or take off because the belt loops are so little. I tied a side bow because
it brings the lines together. She can also wear it alone or with a turtleneck. "
Joi: "I would definitely wear this to work. I like the colors because they
work well with a lot of different pieces in my closet."
Verdict: Both the skirt and sweater-coat never made it back to Nordstrom.
Side Note: She has already worn the outfit twice to work!

Places to shop
1. Upper scale, trends: Neiman Marcus or Nordstrom
2. Bridge, such as DKNY: Marshall Field 's
3. Jeans, casual look: Banana Republic or The Gap
4. Suits, sweater sets: The Limited
5. Bargains: Marshall's, Nordstrom Rack, Target

What to buy
1. Sweater sets to mix and match.
2. Black or camel skirt.
3. A pair of black slacks .
4. Dressy jeans and a casual , comfortable pair.
5. A black dress you can wear everywhere by changing accessories.
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Kristi's Style Tips

How to shop
1. Pick out colors you feel comfortable in and stick with them .
2. Don't buy a bunch of trends because you'll end up wearing what you already have.
3. Get all your sizing down.
4. If you need more work clothes, get those first, then look for casual clothes.
5. Don 't try to find and buy it all in one day.

Stylist: "Since his black pinstriped suit has a light khaki green color stripe, I
A put
it with a printed tie with the same color. The print is going vertically, which
is important because if you have a horizontal with a vertical, it can look distorted."
Chris: 'Tm going through a matching phase where I want to look nice and
don't want someone in the office saying, 'Oh my god, he's not wearing that! '
Kristi clarified that things should be vertical and horizontal synonymously
with each other."
Verdict: By keeping the line flow of the tie and pinstripes, his suit has a more
polished and clean look.
Stylist "If you're at work and have to go out after, take off the tie, open up the
B top
button. Pull the collar out so it lays on the lapel. This makes it a more casual and relaxed look."
Chris: "It's great to know taking off my tie makes this move from work to the
bar. I could also wear this at work all day and not feel like I'm going to an interview. I like that very much."
Verdict: Corporate has gone casual so it's OK not to wear a tie all the time and
not feel like a sloppy slacker.

c

Stylist: "I took his pinstripe pants because they' re great trousers and put them
with a light blue fitted shirt from Target, $9.99. To give it a casual look, wear
the wingtips and add a fitted Target jacket, $34.99, to make it sporty."
Chris: "It helps to know I can wear my suit pants without the jacket because it
gives me options to wear other shirts I have.
Verdict: It's easy to get more than one look out of a suit when you break it in
two. Remember to launder them together so they don't fade differently.

Closet 411.
Name: Chris Gavazzoni
Age:23
Occupation: Advertising Assistant

Relationship status: Single
You'll find him shopping at: Target, J. Crew, Banana Republic,
army surplus and camping-supply stores. "I like a variety to
dress my diversified moods. For
example, I've been wearing
slacks all week to work, and
when Saturday rolled around, I
was all about my baggy cargo
pants."
Approach to fashion: "I dress
for the occasion-lethargic and
comfortable casual when appropriate. w

Prevailing colors: Blues, yelStylist: "Prints are really hot for guys in spring and summer. This one with little
A squares,
Target, $16.99, is easy to mix in a wardrobe because the colors, blue, black,
brown/tan, make it a softer print. I matched it with gray pants, Target, $29.99, for
early spring or fall and paired it with his black wing-tip Doc Martens."
Chris: "The shirt is definitely racy for me. Not something I would see on a rack and
be like, that's totally cool, I should buy this. Now that I have it on, it looks pretty
cool. I would sport this for sure. I love these pants, they are so working for me."
Verdict: Adding a trendy piece into your wardrobe doesn't have to be scary. It's
easy when you stick with colors you know.

B

c

Stylist: "I put both pieces together because the colors went well with his skin tone
and brought out the blue in his eyes. Both colors are soft so they complement each
other. It's showing how to play around with color."
Chris: "I like this because it's a mixture of two different colors, plus blue is my
favorite color. If s kind of bright blue, like, 'Hey, look at me! ' but the gray pants tone
it down making me comfortable. It's a good mixture of moods."
Verdict: By mixing a color you might deem too vivid for yourself with one you're
comfortable with, you can add flair and personality to your closet.

lows, tan, black or gray. "Anything that doesn't scream,
'Hey, look at mel'"

Closet trap: "My lack of willingness to try new things or lack
of confidence in clothing. When
I buy something I have to totally
love it, because I plan to wear
it for a long time-my khaki
cargo pants are two years old
and who keeps pants that
long? Old people do, waiting for
them to come back in style. "

Stylist: "He wouldn't necessarily wear this over such a chunky sweater, but over
long-sleeved shirts. I'm adding a twist to it because the sweater is something he
has in his closet. This is for when he's going out and wants to be a little different."
Chris: "I would think I was trying something new, but I'm afraid that at the end of
the night, someone would be making fun of me, like, 'You totally put two wrong
things together, dude."'
Verdict: Taking chances in your closet doesn't have to be painful. You can start out
small with layering and move on to mixing colors and textures.
Side note: The pants never returned to Target and now are his favorite pair.

Places to shop
1. High-end suits or luxury items: Neiman Marcus
2. Casual, jeans: The Gap or Old Navy
3. Basics like a French blue shirt or khakis: Banana Republic
4. Discount: T.J. Maxx, Filene's Basement
5. For anything and everything: Target

What to buy
1. Comfortable jeans to wear dressy or casual.
2. A basic fitted shirt in black, white or gray.
3. At least one sport coat with two pairs of dress slacks .
4. A French blue dress shirt, to make you look crisp.
5. Dark khakis because they're easy wear, dressy or casual.

OUTH
IDE
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What would happen if the map
of Chicago were turned on its
head--you know, a VV~ard of
Oz-Harry Potter-like supernatural phenomenon, related to
gravitational force and magic,
which spins the South Side
around to where the North
Side used to be?
Bronzeville

BY LEE SCHEIER,
LYNETTE GRIFFIN,
TANYA LAPINSKI,
LAURA NORIEGA

Maybe more Chicagoans would check out the hip, gritty,
beautiful South Side, whose real Chicago charms the North
Side-influenced media have neglected, causing many to see it
as provincial and even dangerous.
If everything south is north and everything north is south,
imagine the landscape. Instead of the Field Museum, you see
the Museum of Science and Industry. The gothic architecture
of the University of Chicago is where DePaul's campus
should be.
You've always liked the mansions on the Gold Coast, but
now you can see that they don' t hold a candle to the square
mile of historic mansions in Kenwood. You thought the
House of Blues was the place to hear wailing songs of bitter
love, but now you can see that the Checkerboard Lounge is
the real thing.
Take our South Side literacy tour and find out where
Fermi split the atom, where the first Heisman Trophy was
won and where Gwendolyn Brooks, the first African-American woman to win the Pulitzer Prize, lived and worked.

Hyde Park
& Kenwood

I

=gino • noighbo<hood that
has been home to 73 Nobel Prize winners and the first Heisman Trophy winner, Jay Berwanger, who played for the University of Chicago in 1935. Writers such as Saul Bellow, Kurt
Vonnegutt Jr. and Phillip Roth have lived here, as did Mike
Nichols, Elaine May, Studs Terkel, Harold Washington and
Hugh Hefner.
Muhammed Ali
resided at 4948 S.
Woodlawn Ave.,
while
Clarence
Darrow, the legendary attorney,
last lived at 1537 E.
60th St.

"Marching
through Georgia was
composed here, the
atomic age began
here, more of the
world has been
A gothic-style building at the University of
and is being deterChicago sits nestled in a secluded
mined by people
quadrangle.
who've lived here
than can be said by almost any other small place in the
world," says Richard Stern, novelist, University of Chicago
professor and Hyde Park resident.
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Hyde Park also is the home of Louis Farrakhan and Jesse
Jackson, and Hyde Parkers take pride in the fact that they live
in the most integrated community in Chicago. The 1990 Census showed that 14,400 Caucasians and 10,700 African Americans live here.
"Some people on the North Side think you can't walk
down a street on the South Side without getting beat over the
head," says Ch arles-Gene McDaniel, retired professor of journalism at Roosevelt University. "They don't know that Hyde
Park has one of the lowest crime rates in the city."
According to statistics printed by the University of Chicago, Hyde Park is the fifth-safest police district in Chicago out
of 25. This compares with 1950, when it was the second-most
dangerous out of 39 districts.
Upon entering Hyde Park, one immediately feels the
charming and captivating presence of the University of
Chicago, which was built by John D. Rockefeller in 1890 and
designed by Henry Ives Cobb. Modeled after Cambridge University in England, with its Gothic spires and gargoyles, it
conveys the elegance of 16th-century England. Located just
down the street from Starbucks, Harold's Chicken Shack and
McDonald's, it is startlingly and irresistibly out of place.
Take a walk or drive down the Midway Plaisance, which
cuts a wide, green, glacial path through Hyde Park. Perfect
rows of trees line both sides and set off a wall of gothic
facades that extend for miles.
Walk into Harper Library in the original campus at 59th
Street, and you will encounter a towering ceiling and exquisite stained glass windows that rival those you'd see at Notre
Dame Cathedral in Paris.
Have lunch at the Reynolds Club (57th Street and University Avenue). The deep-brown mahogany walls and moldings, archways, and a soaring ceiling of intricate wooden
beams make you feel like you're dining in a 400-year-old castle. Have a drink in the dark and somber Woodlawn Tap
(Woodlawn and 56th Street) and eavesdrop on students discussing their doctoral theses.
Adjacent to Hyde Park, elegant mansions abound in what
is called the South Kenwood Historic District, a 23-squareblock area bounded by 47th Street, 51st Street, Drexel Boulevard and Blackstone Avenue.
Many of them were built between 1870 and 1930 with
brick facades in soft tans, yellows, grays and reds, that reflect
the afternoon light. Turrets and spires cast shadows on expansive green lawns. With Model T Fords parked out front, it
would be easy to believe it was 1910 and not 2001.
"I lived in Kenwood for seven years and felt like a
grandee in a grand house which cost me $25,000 and is now
worth $800,000," says Stern.
At the corner of 49th and Woodlawn you will come upon
a cream-colored building that is so large you can't tell if it's a
house or a church. Indeed, it is the residence of controversial
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Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan. Originally the home
of Elijah Mohammed, former leader of the Nation of Islam, it
has 19 rooms and six bedrooms. Bodyguards are always stationed out front.
At 5757 S. Woodlawn Ave. you will find Frank Lloyd
Wright's Robie House (1910) with its dramatic cantilevers,
174 art glass panels, and sweeping horizontal planes. Tours
are available seven days a week.
How about visiting some of the most interesting museums
in Chicago? You can tour a WWII German submarine, go
down into a real coal mine or see baby chicks peck their way
out of shells at the Museum of Science & Industry at 57th
Street and Lake Shore Drive.
If Tiffany glass, Frank Lloyd Wright furniture and Japanese paintings excite your artistic sensibilities then the David
and Alfred Smart Museum of Art, the University of Chicago's
fine art museum at 5550 S. Greenwood Ave., is a place you'll
enjoy.
The DuSable Museum of African-American History at 740
E. 56th Place is the only African-American history museum in
Illinois. Some of the exhibits include "Harold Washington in
Office" and "Fight to Fly: Blacks in Aviation."
For a combination of science and art, check out "Nuclear
Energy," the sculpture by Henry Moore at Ellis Avenue,
between 56th and 57th. It commemorates the moment on Dec.
2, 1942, when Enrico Fermi and his associates created the first
self-sustaining, controlled nuclear chain reaction in a squash
court under the bleachers of the now-demolished Stagg Field.
After a long day, you're tired and you want a place to
relax, read a book, catch some rays and view the skyline.
Walk through the underpass at 55th and South Shore Drive to
Promontory Point, a grassy spit of land that juts out into Lake
Michigan, and gaze upon the most gorgeous view of the
Chicago skyline you're ever likely to see.

Bronzeville

A'

you wand" the
streets of Bronzeville, the air is thick with the sounds and
images of the history of black America . You can virtually
hear the sounds of BB King and Lucille playing the blues,
and Muddy Waters and Buddy Guy joining in. The deep,
full voices of Sammy Davis Jr. and Mahalia Jackson break
the stillness and then the spellbinding sound of Louis Armstrong's trumpet, clean and strong, fills the air.
Then comes the sound of wild cheering. It is June 22,
1937, and Joe Louis, living at 43rd Street and Michigan
Avenue, has just won the Heavyweight Championship of
the world and Bronzeville parties 'til dawn.
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Kingston Mines
Buddy Guy's legends

Gwendolyn Brooks captures the mood with these lines
from a poem from her book A Street in Bronzeville.
Down through Forty-seventh Street
Underneath the L,
And Northwest Corner, Prairie,
That he loved so well.
Don 't forget the Dance HallsWarwick and Savoy,
Where he picked his women, where
He drank his liquid joy.

During the first half of the 20th century, Bronzeville was
the center of Chicago's African-American community. A
monument to this era, called the Great Northern Migration,
stands between 25th and 26th streets on King Drive. It is a
statue of a man carrying a suitcase and wearing a suit made
of worn-out shoe soles.
From the 1920s through the 1940s, African-American
millionaires owned mansions south of 35th on King Drive.
They are built from limestone, roman brick or terra cotta,
and many have large porches, decorative front doors,
ornate masonry and cone-topped roofs.
Bronzeville, an urban jewel, extending from 26th Street
on the north to 51st on the south, and from the lake to the
Dan Ryan Expressway, is home to some of the most impressive architectural and historical sites on the South Side.
The South Side Community Art Center at 3831 S. Michigan Ave., is where photographer Gordon Parks got his start,
as did poet Gwendolyn Brooks, the Pulitzer Prize winning
poet who captured the lives of her Bronzeville neighbors in
her poetry.
Journalist Ida B. Wells lived in Bronzeville, as did Louis
Armstrong (3412 S. Wabash Ave.), novelist Richard Wright,
Nat "King" Cole (4036. S. Prairie Ave.) and Sammy Davis Jr.
Cole went to Dunbar High School, gospel singer Mahalia
Jackson made her professional singing debut at Olivet Baptist Church, while Armstrong played at the Royal Gardens
(459 E. 31st St.), Dreamland Cafe (3520 S. State St.) and the
Savoy Ballroom (4733 S. Martin Luther King Blvd.)
The Olivet Baptist Church, a gorgeous, limestone gothic-style building, once had a congregation who assisted
runaway slaves as a part of the Underground Railroad.
Several black-run businesses, including two newspapers, The Chicago Bee and The Chicago Defender, and a publishing company, operated out of Bronzeville in this period.
The Chicago Defender is still in business and the art deco,
terra cotta building that used to house The Chicago Bee is
now a branch of the Chicago Public Library.
Bronzeville is undergoing a renaissance with luxury
condos going for $215,000 to $357,000. "My husband and I
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are hoping to get a good deal on a falling-down mansion we
can fix up," says Jacqueline Baker, a fan of the Bronzeville
area. "I really think this neighborhood is going to blossom."
If you're hungry for lunch, drop by Gladys' Luncheonette, 4527 S. Indiana Ave., for great smothered chicken, breaded catfish, ham hocks, collard greens, black-eyed
peas and the best sweet potato pie and peach cobbler
around. Visit the Checkerboard Lounge, 423 E. 43rd St., for
the best blues in Chicago.

South Shore
w

ome to South

Shore, the neighborhood that runs south of 67th Street to
79th Street and from Stony Island Avenue to the lake. The
lakefront shimmers and stretches out in front of you as you
come around the bend on Lake Shore Drive and continue
south past the Museum of Science and Industry. All of a
sudden the world seems quieter and prettier, as though
you've stepped back to a more leisurely time, when a
horse-drawn carriage or trolley was the way to get around.
"Go to the
lakefront on the
South Side and
you'll notice that
it's quiet," says
Jim Sulski, a South
Side
resident.
"The views are
gorgeous. There's
nobody there. It's
like being in the
middle of the
woods. Up on the
The South Shore Cultural Center is the
North side it's so
centerpiece of the neighborhood. It was
crowded you can't
built in 1906 as a country club for the rich.
even walk."
Sitting on the
lakefront at 64th Street is the romantic Jackson Harbor
Restaurant, the only restaurant for fine dining in Chicago
that is right on Lake Michigan. Its white-columned verandah allows for dramatic views of the skyline.
The centerpiece of the neighborhood is the magnificent
South Shore Cultural Center, which lies behind a large
terra cotta and iron gate. It was built in 1906 as a country
club for the wealthiest Chicagoans. One enters it on a circular driveway flanked on either side by impressive colonnades.
As you enter you notice a splendid, glittering crystal
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chandelier hanging from the soaring peach and white ceiling in the grand entrance hallway. Across from the marble
steps at the entrance of the Cultural Center, glass doors
look through the solarium, past the golf course that surrounds the building, and out over Lake Michigan.
"We were fascinated by this building when I was a kid,"
said South Shore native Janet Evans. "We would walk
along the lake and look for golf balls and try to see in the
windows."
When the Cultural Center was a private club, Jews and
blacks were excluded, but now it belongs to the Chicago
Park District and is open to the public. The center offers
everything from music lessons to karate, art classes and
yoga.
High-rise luxury condo buildings sit on South Shore
Drive, their windows overlooking the lake. Just behind the
high-rises, a tiny area of the neighborhood called the Jackson Park Highlands boasts 278 historically significant
homes, between 61st Street and 71st Street and from Cregier Avenue to Jeffrey Boulevard. Several are listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. The streets are narrow,
confusing and often come to dead ends. Celebrities such as
Jesse Jackson, Ramsey Lewis and David Mamet have lived
in this neighborhood. Al Capone built a 15-room brick
house at 7244 S. Prairie Ave. in 1927. His mother, Mae,
lived there until she sold the house and moved to Florida
in 1953.

Pullman

A

bwchme di•tributed at the 1893 World's Fair stated: "Imagine a perfectly equipped town of 12,000 inhabitants built out of one
central thought to a beautiful and harmonious home. A
town where even the most modest homes are bright and
wholesome and filled with pure air and light. Imagine all
this and you will then have some idea of the splendid work
which the far-reaching Mr. Pullman has brought."
George M. Pullman's company produced extravagant
sleeping train cars on this part of the South Side. The company town he built between 111th anrl. 115th streets, just
west of Cottage Grove Avenue was, nicknamed "The
World's Most Perfect Town" by the Prague Exposition in
1896.
The essence of this town remains. The visual icons that
are standing today are the Hotel Florence, Clock Tower,
Greenstone Church and the residential homes.
"The 16 blocks in the historic district still reflect the
original 19th-century design," says Michael Wolski, tour

George Pullman's Tomb
Stephen Douglas' Tomb

Gold Coast
Kenwood Historic District
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director for the visitor center of the Historic Pullman Village Foundation. "Almost every house here was built in the
1880s, and it still looks that way when you walk down the
street. The architectural character could not be duplicated
anywhere."
The Hotel Florence (1881), at 11111 S. Forrestville Ave.,
was named after
one of Pullman's
daughters . This
Queen Anne-style
hotel, designed by
Solon
Spencer
Beman, the chief
architect of Pullman Village, cost
almost $100,000 to
build. The exterior is made of Indiana red pressed
The Hotel Florence was named after one
brick dug from
of George Pullman's daughters.
Lake Calumet.
Pullman used
cherry wood in his elegant second-floor suite and pine
throughout the rest of the hotel. The Illinois Historic
Preservation Agency is in the process of restoring the
building.
Another restoration project is unfortunately the consequence of an arsonist's crime. The magnificent 117-year-old
Pullman Clock Tower and Administrative Building, which
stand directly north of the Hotel Florence, was nearly
destroyed by fire in 1998. The State of Illinois is currently
restoring them, and Wolski says that they will rebound.
For anyone interested in living in these historic homes,
Wolski says that one- and two-bedroom rentals go for $400
to $1,000 a month and the houses, which range in size from
1,200 to 2,000 square feet, go for $50,000 to $200,000.

Prairie Avenue
P .=n'' home w"' located

on Prairie Avenue, the most fashionable street in Chicago
during the late 1800s. It was known toward the end of the
19th century as "the sunny street of the sifted few." Running
from 16th Street to 22nd Street, just east of Michigan Avenue,
it was home to Marshall Field, founder of the famous department store; the Armours, owners of the large meat-packing
company; the Kimballs, manufacturers of pianos and organs;
and the Glessners, who were wealthy industrialists.
The Glessner House, at 1800 S. Prairie Ave., was designed

McCormick Mansion
Rosenwald Mansion
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in 1885 by Henry Hobsen Richardson, one of America's most
renowned architects, and is still in near-perfect condition. It
is a glimpse into the world of one of Chicago's wealthiest
families.
With a fortress-like, pink granite exterior, small slits for
windows and a hidden courtyard, it was a radical departure
from traditional Victorian architecture and was strongly disliked by its neighbors. "I do not know what I have ever done
to have that thing staring me in the face every time I go out
of my door," said Pullman.
"We try to recreate what each room would have looked
like when it was originally built," says Carina Carusi, the
curator of the Glessner Museum. "A lot of what we use is
donated from the Glessner family themselves."
There are many other mansions in the district. The Keith
Mansion, now the Woman Made Gallery, is at 1900 S. Prairie
Ave. The gallery sells ceramics, jewelry and crafts made solely by women.
The Kimball Mansion is directly across the street from
Glessner House and the renovated Wheeler Mansion (2020 S.
Calumet Ave.) is now an
upscale boutique hotel,
with rooms and suites
ranging in price from $200
to $365 a night.
Glessner House is
open for tours, as is the
Widow Clarke House at
4526 S. Wabash Ave. Built
in 1836, it is the oldest surviving building in Chicago.
If you're hungry and
tired, reward yourself
with a pastrami sandwich
nearby, at Manny's delicatessen on Roosevelt
Road and Jefferson Street. The Kimball mansion on Prairie
"Anytime I'm driving Avenue was built for the famous
south on Lake Shore Drive piano manufacturing family.
I dream of Pastrami from
Manny's, which melts in your mouth," says Janet Franz, a
frequent patron.
According to Franz, Manny's has the best pastrami and
corned beef in Chicago, and is the only deli that can hold its
own with the great New York delis. Now that's a proud
boast the North Side only wishes it could make.
All dreams do come to an end, so I suppose when you're
done reading this, the city of Chicago will be back where it
belongs. But hopefully this transfiguration has inspired you
to explore areas of the South Side you may never have
imagined. []
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working fewer days per week. And the
folks at the Hideout are very understanding when it comes to my touring
schedule.
But I really miss my favorite musician day job of all time that I had in
Atlanta: house painting. It's a very
zen-like job with decent pay, flexible
scheduling, and good hard physical
work, without a bunch of folks blowing ciggy smoke in your face-which
is my least favorite part of bartending.
It's pretty impossible to balance
my music with earning a living. I'm
incredibly in debt and make doo-doo
for money-never enough to pay all

the bills. But I can't stop playing
music. I tried and swiftly went insane.
It's just priorities, perhaps. Other folks
might be stressed out in their lives by
doing something they hate, yet make
lots of dough. And some musicians do
what they absolutely love, but are
stressed out trying to pay bills and get
a smidge of catastrophic health insurance. I can't not sing. This is just normal life to me-for about 12 years
now.
WHO: Chris Connelly
WHAT: Ministry, Pigface, Revolting
Cocks, solo work
WHERE: Reckless Records
WHY: Connelly helped shape an
entire genre of music during the late
'80s, early '90s, when the dark, grinding sounds of Chicago's industrial
music scene exploded the world over.
After playing in bands like Ministry,
the Revolting Cocks and Pigface,
Connelly's recent solo albums reflect
an equally impassioned but less angstridden means of expression.
CHRIS: I moved to the U.S.A. in
1987 to become a full-time member of
Ministry and other sundry connected
projects. I soon found out that
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A former member of the band Ministry, Chris Connelly can be found working at Reckless
Records when he's not writing music.

although the music was successful, it
was still a growing thing and would
remain an underground phenomenon
for some years. That is when I started
working at the Waxtrax record store
and label in order to supplement my
income. It was not until I started touring heavily that I found out I could
tour, live for a while without a job,
tour again and then perhaps a royalty
check would arrive for a substantial
enough amount that would sustain me
for a long enough period of time.
However, the problem was that it
was impossible to predict the amounts
of the checks. I learned after living on
practically nothing while being at the
height of my fame, that this was really
stupid.

Being a part of the whole Ministry
camp ensured me that no one was trying to rip me off. It has always been a
very democratic and fair institution,
though there did come a time around
1993 when I was sitting pretty for
almost a whole year without having to
hold down a regular job.
It all seemed to come to a grinding
halt during the period when I was
recording my solo album Shipwreck,
and when that record came out,
despite overwhelming critical acclaim,
it was not the blockbuster I thought it
could be. No matter-! started working at Reckless, even having been
offered substantial advances from various publishers, etc.
I opted to retain the rights to my
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WHO:Jeb Bishop
WHAT:Jazz musician
WHERE: Free-lance French and
German translator
WHY: Has played with everyone
(Vandermark 5, Flying Luttenbachers,
Hamid Drake, Mats Gustaffson, Fred
Lonberg-Holm, Josh Abrams, etc.) and
helps
organize
the
Chicago

French into English. After three years of
that I went free-lance again, and that's
what I've been doing ever since.
It's very difficult to work at a regular job and still have the energy to pursue music in a serious way. Just finding
the energy to practice your instrument
regularly is hard, and then there's trying to keep up with recordings and

playing to smaller numbers of people
in situations where you feel a direct
contact with an audience that is paying
attention to what you are doing.

Je b Bishop enjoys a night out at the Green Mill.

Improviser's Group every month at the
Green Mill.
JEB: A few years ago my friend
George remarked that I had had a lot of
jobs, so we went through and counted
them and it was something like 30 different ones. Almost all of them were
what I would describe as "crappy." A
lot of them were standard restaurant
gigs, usually in the kitchen, though I
did wait tables at Kopi Cafe here for a
couple of years.
Besides that, I've delivered a weekly paper, ground up fertilizer samples
for the North Carolina Dept. of
Agriculture, planted pine tree seedlings
in rural areas, loaded trucks for UPS,
worked in warehouses, done office filing, cleaned up construction sites,
worked as a philosophy teaching assistant... .Finally, a few years ago I started
doing free-lance German-English translation with the help of a friend in New
York who works as a translator. I eventually got a full-time job at a patent law
firm in the Sears Tower, translating
patent applications from German and
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that doesn't sell well, the mainstream
attitude is that your work is not valuable.
I like the fact that I have a way of
making money that is separate from the
music, so I don't have to think of the
music in relation to money so much,
which removes a certain kind of pressure. Making a living as any kind of
musician is tough, and most of the
music I do is not the kind of thing that
has much chance of selling to a large
audience. And in fact, I don't really
want the audience for what I do to get
much bigger than it already is. I prefer

concerts, meet other musicians, develop and rehearse projects, find gigs.
Having a 'regular job' was always
nothing but an obstacle to that, but this
free-lance situation I have now is a
huge improvement. The hours are completely flexible and the money is good
enough that I don't have to spend all
my time doing it, and I work at home
so I don't have the fatigue of having to
show up at place X at a certain time. It's
pretty much ideal, given that I can't
really expect to support myself as a
free-improvising trombone player.
Very few people actually manage to
make a living doing nothing but avantgarde music. Part of the problem is that
we live in a society in which being an
artist of any sort is not considered a real
job. There's no general perception that
someone who works seriously and well
at an art form therefore has a right to
expect to make a living at it.
As in many other areas, the market
is considered the ultimate arbiter of
what's valuable and what isn't, so if
you happen to work in an artistic idiom

WHO: Dylan Posa
WHAT: Cheer-Accident
WHERE: Reckless Records
WHY: Back in the '80s before
Chicago had a thriving avant music
scene, Cheer-Accident was that scene.
Now they are respected as "elderstatesmen" and all that.
DYLAN: One of the things that helps
about working a retail job is the
tremendous amount of freedom you
have in terms of leaves of absence and
so forth. It's also the lack of real responsibility, as sometimes you really need to
not think about anything else. Also,
Reckless happens to have a really generous policy on employee purchases, so
musicians being music freaks that they
are can amass a huge collection of stuff.
I happen to also like working,
because I don't really manage my time
very well and it imposes a schedule on
me. I can't really face a whole week
with nothing set, so it's nice to know
that I have to sandwich song-writing
sessions in between day shifts.
My current situation is by far the
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Full time, short- and long- term positions available
immediately at our client companies in downtown
Chicago. Our clients include some of Chicago's
largest companies in the Health Care field, Academia,
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Highest wages paid
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Theater brings
lass productions
to Navy Pier
hicago's Navy Pier, which
stretches a half-mile into
Lake Michigan, is part
amusement park, carnival,
county fair and Atlantic
City boardwalk. You enter through an
archway and are immediately surrounded by hordes of swarming people, wall
to wall, jamming the narrow walkway.
You pass the McDonald's Ferris Wheel,
15 stories high, golden arches stenciled
on each chair. Then come endless kiosks
selling cheap souvenirs: sugarcoated
nuts, popcorn, beer and cotton candy.
Fifty people stand in line for Time
Escape, a 3-D motion-based thrill ride. A
clown on stilts, 20 feet high, walks past,
and a caricature artist aggressively
shouts at you, "Hey, mister, for 20 bucks
I'll draw you and your wife."
And then your eyes come upon it,
rising up in front of you, a sign five stories high, green, lit with dancing fiber
optics and more than 600 glittering tivoli
lights, in letters bigger than life: "Shakespeare Theater."
Like a mirage amid the tackiness of
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Navy Pier and the thronging hoi poloi
stands the new home of the Chicago
Shakespeare Theater, already considered by many to be one of the greatest
Shakespeare theaters in the world. Just
as Yankee Stadium will always be called
"The House That Ruth Built," the Chicago Shakespeare Theater could be called
"The House That Barbara Gaines Built."
Although many contributed, Gaines, the
founder and artistic director of the company since 1986, was the impassioned,
driving force behind the creation of this
world-class theater. On Oct. 22, 1999, it
opened its doors with a striking production of Antony and Cleopatra, the culmination of a 20-year career that began
when Gaines started teaching Shakespeare to Chicago actors in 1980. Starting a Shakespeare company in Chicago
was not an undertaking destined for
success. "I was told it was impossible,"
Gaines says. But accomplish the impossible is what she did- she brought the
intimidating work of William Shakespeare to Chicago and made a company
devoted solely to Shakespeare not just
survive, but thrive.
One reason for the success is Gaines'
ability to make Shakespeare understandable and enjoyable to the masses--evident in the mainstream location
of the theater. Hedy Weiss, theater critic
for the Chicago Sun-Times, says, "Her
great gift is in making Shakespeare
accessible without talking down to the
audience." Richard Christiansen, theater critic for the Chicago Tribune, agrees.
"The nice thing about her productions
is that if you are steeped in Shakespearean lore or new to it, no matter
what, you can follow it clearly," he says.
"The actors speak passionately, clearly
and forcefully."
David Bevington, professor of
humanities at the University of Chicago
and one of the foremost Shakespearean
scholars in America, describes Gaines'
accomplishment as "remarkable." The
new theater, he feels, is "one of the finest
anywhere." Bevington is impressed
with Gaines' abilities as a director, saying that her productions are "lively,
imaginative and eye-pleasing, with
great casting." He adds, "She's given the
plays a great deal more visibility, and
because of her, many more people are
watching Shakespeare."
Indeed, the Chicago Shakespeare
Theater now reaches an audience of
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"I was impressed because the play was very clear. That's particularly true of Barbara's work. It is very clear, very well spoken.
Sometimes there are one or two many men with their shirts off,
but that's Barbara." -Sheldon Patinkin

Barbara Gaines began teaching Shakespeare classes for actors in the early 1980s,
which led to her producing and directing.

more than 90,000 annually. Through
Team Shakespeare, the theater's education program, 50,000 Chicago-area secondary- and middle-school students
will see Shakespeare each year.
At the theater's opening, Gaines
stood before the world's Shakespearean community and took a welldeserved bow. Among those present
were Mark Rylance, the artistic director
of the Globe Theater in London, internationally renowned director Sir Peter
Hall, and Michael Hallifax, former
administrative director of both the
Royal National Theater and the Royal
Shakespeare Company.
Gaines' journey to opening night
began 53 years ago in Portchester, N.Y.,
where she was born and raised. A town
in mostly wealthy Westchester County,
north of New York City, Portchester is
known as a working-class community
proud of its ethnic diversity.
Besides her mother and father,
Rhoda and Mickey, she shared her childhood with two brothers, a sister, and a
slew of beloved dogs.
Gaines remembers traveling into the

city to work for her father, a television
director in the medium's early days.
Manhattan also offered Gaines her first
exposure to the lights of Broadway.
When she was 10, Gaines saw the late
Gwen Verdan star in the musical CanCan. "I remember she danced on top of
a desk," Gaines says, "showing all of her
underclothes."
While at Portchester High School,
Gaines acted in productions of Rodgers
and Hammerstein's Oklahoma and
William Gibson's The Miracle Worker.
Gaines wanted to act, so she entered
the theater program at Northwestern
University in Evanston. While there, she
decided to take a Shakespeare class. "It
was when I started taking Shakespeare
in Wallis Bacon's class that I fell in love
with Shakespeare," she says. "Bacon
was a huge influence on me."
Her favorite plays are King Lear and
Troilus and Cressida. She loves the "cosmic landscape" of Lear and the sex and
violence in Troilus and Cressida. She says
that Shakespeare creates rich, full-blooded characters. Lear is one of her
favorites, because he "is transformed
from a tyrant into a human being."
After graduating, Gaines worked as
an actress in Chicago, then moved to
New York City. She performed in many
small theaters but didn't like living in
the Big Apple and returned to Chicago
in 1980. Gaines' decision to teach and
direct Shakespeare was accompanied by
feelings of great anxiety because it was
something she had never done, and
Shakespeare is complex and intimidating. "I was hysterical," says Gaines
when reflecting on her decision. "I had
panic attacks. I was very scared."
Ironically, it was an injury that
changed the course of her life and, ultimately, the course of Chicago's cultural and intellectual life. Gaines · sustained an injury to her knee and had to
have an operation. While she was healing, she decided to teach Shakespeare.
"The operation was a gift, the greatest
gift of my life," Gaines says. "It slowed
me down."
Gaines went about trying to enlist
students in her new venture. "I called 12
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All's Well That Ends Well was performed at the Shakespeare Theater in the spring of 2000.

professional actors and said to them,
Tm going to teach Shakespeare. Come
to my class."'
The 12 actors soon became 40, and
Gaines was well on her way. When
thinking back on her decision to tackle
Shakespeare, Gaines says, "I was brave
in one way and reckless in another."
One of her students was Kate Buckley, now the artistic director of Next
Theater in Evanston, resident text coach
at Chicago Shakespeare and a Shakespeare professor at Barat College in Lake
Forest. Buckley, along with Camilla
Hawke, Elizabeth Jacobs and Gaines,
would eventually start the Shakespeare
Repertory Theater.
She remembers telling Gaines that
she was very insecure about performing
Shakespeare. Gaines responded, "You
musn't be afraid of him. He needs you."
That comment spurred Buckley on. "My

whether the advertisements for a Shakespeare performance would attract anybody and whether the quality of the
work would create some word of
mouth. "We filled the space," Gaines
says. "There was my answer."
In 1986, Gaines directed a production of Henry V on the roof of the Red
Lion Pub, an English tavern at 2446 N.
Lincoln Ave. During some of the performances, Gaines claims that it rained
across the street but not on the roof. "I
knew when it didn't rain on us that we
would be successful, but I didn't know
how successful," she says.
Sheldon Patinkin, one of Chicago's
most prominent theater directors,
remembers that first performance
because he was there. He recollects
being on the roof of the Red Lion, on the
second floor above the bar. He had not
yet met Gaines but knew some of the

In 1986, Gaines directed a production of Henry V on the roof of
the Red Lion Pub . ... Gaines claims that it rained across the street
but not on the roof. "I knew when it didn't rain on us that we
would be successful, but I didn't know how successful."
whole life has changed because of Barbara," Buckley says.
Gaines was now curious to find out
if there was an audience in Chicago for
Shakespeare's plays. She asked Joyce
Sloan at ETC Space, Second City's small
theater, if she could get some time in the
evenings to perform Shakespeare. Sloan
said yes, and Gaines put on Shakespeare
performances a few nights a week.
What Gaines wanted to see was
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actors in the play.
"I went because I wanted to see
Henry V," Patinkin says. "I was
impressed because the play was very
clear. That's particularly true of Barbara's work. It is very clear, very well
spoken. Sometimes there are one or two
too many men with their shirts off, but
that's Barbara."
Buckley recalls that the Red Lion
production was so successful-it was

sold out every night- that she never got
a chance to see it. She was too busy handling administrative matters.
It was
Buckley who had
approached John Cardwell, the owner
of the Red Lion Pub, and asked if they
could do a play there. "Then I brought
Barbara in, and she charmed him,"
Buckley says. "I remember that the
entire production cost just under
$2,000, and when we divided up the
profits, w e made $2.65 each." Buckley
says that by this time Gaines was the
head of the company. "She was the
immovable force ."
They eventually moved into the
Ruth Page Theater, 1016 N. Dearborn
Ave., in 1987, where they put on
between one and three plays a season.
The seating capacity ranged from 300 to
510, depending on the demands made
of stage space. They stayed for 12 years.
The company went on to win 23
Joseph Jefferson Awards, Chicago's
most prestigious theater award, including the Best Production Award for The
Tale of Cymbeline (1989), King Lear (1993)
and Hamlet (1996); and Best Director for
The Tale of Cymbeline (1989) and King
Lear (1993).
Gaines remembers times when there
was no money and "things were falling
apart." During these difficult moments,
she would summon up her courage by
repeating these favorite lines from
Shakespeare:
For all other doubts in time
let them be cleared
Fortune bring in some boats
that are not steered.
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"Barbara Gaines has created a theater which is admired by
the world, with a core company of actors which can take
their place alongside any Shakespeare company in North
America." -Richard Christiansen
While interviewing Gaines, her sinaround and talk about ... nothing."
gle-mindedness becomes apparent. She
Dodsen, who played Ophelia to
is powerful and controlling, as befits a
Aidan Quinn's Hamlet in Robert Fall's
strong-willed director. It is clear that she
production at the Wisom Bridge Theater in 1985, describes Gaines as a very
likes to call the shots. At times, she simopen director. During the first few
ply seizes control of the interview, completely disregarding questions and
weeks of rehearsal, she works with the
refusing to answer simple, non-threatactors on language, text and meaning.
ening questions about her life. At other
"Barbara is part teacher during this
times, the flip side of her personality
process ... Sometimes we get off on a
becomes apparent. She seems warm,
tangent. It's helpful. It helps form a
concerned and caring.
strong bond. Barbara initiates that.
It is the warmth and caring that
There is a great bond between herself
and the actors and between the actors."
seems to come into play when she is
According to Dodsen, as the proworking with her company. There is no
doubt that the people she
works with love and
admire her.
"She's a bit of a mother
hen," says Kevin Gudahl,
who played Antony in the
opening-night production.
Lisa Dodsen, who played
Cleopatra, says that Gaines
genuinely cares about the
people in the company.
"We've been through very
much together," Dodsen
says. "''ve been pregnant
with both of my children
during productions of
Cymbeline. I told her,
'Please, don't cast me in
another Cymbeline."'
Gaines also is known
The curved balcony provides a bird's-eye view of the stage.
for having a great sense of
humor. Gudahl made a tradition of
duction gets closer to the deadline, the
writing down funny comments Gaines
rehearsals get more serious. Gaines
made during rehearsals. He calls them
becomes exacting and determined.
"Barbara-isms." He would read them
"She wants that smoke to look real. We
can do the same scene for an entire day
aloud at the opening-night parties.
He offers these two Barbaraisms.
to get the lights working, the sound to
The first is an exchange between a
connect, the platforms to move and the
fog on the ground."
young actor and Gaines working on one
Gudahl, who played Laertes in the
of his first speeches.
Actor: Is there a joke in that first
1985 Wisdom Bridge production of .
Hamlet, first met Gaines when they
speech?
Gaines: I certainly hope so.
both acted in a production of Tom
The second Barbara-ism is an
Stoppard's The Real Thing, directed by
exchange between Kate Buckley and
the late Michael Maggio at the NorthGaines after a stressful day of rehearsal
light Theater in 1986. "Her level of
in which Gaines said, "Kate, wouldn't it
expertise with the text is phenomenal,"
be great if we got Alzheimer's together.
Gudahl says. "She tells the story of
Then when we got together we could sit
Shakespeare's poetry better than any-
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one I know."
Gudahl describes Gaines as a director who casts well, who is decisive but
collaborative. "Sometimes we butt
heads and agree to disagree," he says.
"She's very spiritual. She has a sense
about the spirituality of the play."
Gaines loves the new theater on
Navy Pier and feels unequivocally that
Shakespeare would have loved being
located on Navy Pier. "He was democratic," she says. "He would have
loved the Ferris wheel, the children,
being near the water." Referring to the
carnival-like atmosphere of the pier,
Gaines comments, "Don't forget that
bearbaiting and whore houses were on
the south side of the river in Shakespeare's time."
The new seven-story theater complex was designed by the Chicago
Architecture firm VOA
Associates in conjunction
with Theatre Projects Consultants and the Talaske
Group Inc., the Chicagobased acoustical firm. It
cost $23.2 million and
includes a 525-seat courtyard-style main stage that
is surrounded by a semicircle of seats on three levels, all within 30 feet of the
30-foot-deep permanent
thrust stage. A second theater seats 180. Chicago's
Metropolitan Pier & Exposition Authority contributed $18.2 million of
the $23.2 million price.
Gaines and her company
contributed $5 million
toward construction costs and pledged
another $8 million to meet production
and maintenance costs and to fund an
endowment.
Christiansen says, "Barbara Gaines
has created a theater which is admired
by the world, with a core company of
actors which can take their place alongside any Shakespeare company in
North America, including Stratford in
Canada and the Shakespeare Company
in Washington, D.C."
"What she accomplished is nothing
but a miracle," Patinkin says. "To take
the theater from a couple of thousand
dollar budget to where it is today."
Don't tell Barbara Gaines you can't
do the impossible. []
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It's not easy being a

GREEN
ROOM
Photographs by Jeremy Lawson
Text by Sara Wood
/J

N

o, madam. Selfish, this evening in a green room, behind
the scenes, was beforehand with me." This line, from
the play The True Widow, written by Thomas Shadwell
in 1678, is the first known use of the term "green room."
"Green room" isn't just a term someone made up to
describe where rock stars begin their parties. There are many
theories about its meaning. Back in the late 17th century, the
walls were painted green to go easy on eyes that had been
exposed to bright stage lights. On the negative side, "green
room actor" was a would-be actor who is a success off the
stage but not so good on the stage.
The green room has survived into the 21st century as the
place where performers wait before going on stage, and
Jeremy Lawson has captured many of Chicago's most interesting with his camera.
Lawson's intent was to portray space and how it works
within the rooms. To show the emotion and energy of the
room on its own, and to imagine what history may lie within
the walls, Lawson felt it was important to photograph each
room without the performers.
The most important part of a green room is what goes on
inside the walls. And the walls aren't necessarily green anymore. Lawson took his camera along with his "''m with the
band" attitude into the heart of the action in order to show
the unique character of each venue. [J

Left: In many green rooms it is customary for performers to write
graffiti on the walls, such as this one at the Double Door, 1572 N.
Milwaukee Ave.
Right: HotHouse at 31 E. Balbo Ave. is a nonprofit center for international performance and exhibition.
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Top left: House of Blues at 329 N. Dearborn features a mix of
musical genres including blues, rap, jazz, alternative and world
beat.
Top right: Briar Street Theater, at 3 133 N. Halsted St., is the
home of the Blue Man Group's dressing room.
Bottom: Empty Bottle, at I 035 N. Western Ave., is a grungy
neighborhood bar that features everything from experimental to
down-and-dirty rock 'n' roll.
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Left: About Face Theater at 3212 N. Broadway, in the Jane Addams
Center Hull House, features lesbian and gay productions.
Above: The Chicago Theater at 175 N. State St. hosts Broadway
touring shows and large music performances.
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The Caged Bird Sings
IFTI NASIM, GAY ACTIVIST AND PAKISTANI POET,
FINDS HIS VOICE IN AMERICA

BY LEE SCHEIER

twas 1962 and a large group
of radical students had gathered at Government College
in Lyallpur, Pakistan, a prestigious school where Ifti Nasim,
16, was a student.
The students had gathered
to protest the marshal law
regime of Ayub Kahn. Nasim,
already known for his radical
poetry, had been asked to read.
Nasim stood at the podium
and began reciting his new
poem, Against Military Rule.
Five thousand people were in
the audience, including police
and soldiers. Suddenly, shots
rang out.
"People were going wild as
I read my poem," says Nasim.
"I described the military generals as 'cannibals who are eating
the flesh of the people.' There
was a scuffle and I heard shots.
Something grazed my leg.
Somebody pulled me back.
Another bullet went right over
my head. I realized I had been
hit in the leg. I was bleeding.
My leg became infected and I
was in bed for six months. I
almost lost the leg."
Nasim stands on his terrace
40 floors above Lake Michigan.
The tranquility of the scene belies the
turbulence of a life that has taken him
from his native Pakistan to Chicago, the
city of his dreams. "Pakistan is a very
Islamic, Eastern, homophobic and
macho society," he says. "Homosexuals
and women have no place there."
Nasim's work concentrates on the
plight of these two oppressed groups.
He feels safe in America, although it is
a country that he acknowledges can be
dangerous for gays to live in. It is for
him, however, a place where he can
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In America, lfti Nasim is no longer "caged"
for expressing homosexuality in his poetry.

openly express his homosexuality and
the homoerotic imagery that is prevalent in his poetry and has gained him
worldwide acclaim.
In 1996, The Economist cited
Nasim's book Narman, which means
hermaphrodite in Urdu (Persian language), as the first book of poetry ever
written in that language which
expresses "gay longing and desires."
Nasim, 54, is clearly a man at peace

with himself. He is comfortable living a transgender
lifestyle, often wearing perfume, earrings, lipstick, silk
scarves and floor-length fur
coats, which at 5'10" and 200
pounds can make him a striking figure. "I love life. I love
glamour. I love furs, diamonds, silk and beauty in any
form," he says.
Nasim was born in 1946 in
Lyallpur. His father, Khaleeq
Qureshi, was a journalist who
owned a newspaper called
Awan. After the death of his
mother, Khurshid, when he
was five, Nasim was raised by
his aunts and sisters. Although
to the world they appeared to
be comfortably middle class,
Nasim says that they were
really poor. "We looked rich
because we had white clothes,
but inside we had torn undershorts." Nasim talks about the
loneliness and isolation he felt
because he knew he was gay at
the age of 4.
"I had a very rich fantasy
life," says Nasim. "When I was
4 I knew I liked two things:
men and music. "He says that
he protected himself by living in
a make-believe world and not letting
anyone know about his homosexuality.
"I became a very good actor. I took solace in books and reading."
Nasim had many crushes on his
male teachers. His pent-up emotions
found an outlet in his love for animals.
He had a pet cat, stork, turtle and cow.
At 11, when the cat disappeared he
wrote his first poem.
"It was a catharsis," he says. "I had
this strong feeling of having that cat
back. That's when I started believing
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in the power of words and that every
word has its own magic."
By 16, Nasim was feeling the burden of living a secret life. After graduating from the Government College
with a degree in English literature and
economics, he attended law school at
Punjab University, in Lahore, 80
miles from his home. After
graduating at 19, his family
began trying to marry him off.
He felt he could no longer pretend to be straight. "I read in
Life magazine that there was
freedom of sexual expression
in America," he says. He
decided to give America a
chance.
Nasim landed in New York,
and then went to live with a
friend of his father's in Mount
Clemens, Mich. Again, an
attempt was made to marry
him off, so he moved to
Detroit.
A year and a half later he
made a visit to Chicago. He
remembers driving north on
Lake Shore Drive and coming
around the curve just south of
Oak Street. "The whole of Lake
Michigan sprang right in front
of my eyes," he recalls. "It was
like God's mirror. And I fell in
love with Chicago. I said 'This
is my heaven. This is my
home."'
Nasim moved to Chicago
in 1974. It was here that he frequented his first gay bar and
drank his first screwdriver.
The following year he met his
partner, an Indian man whom
he has now lived with for 20
years.
Reading the work of beat
poet Allen Ginsberg had a major
effect on him. Fear of Flying, the lusty
comic novel by Erica Jong, had just
been released, and Nasim was taken
with its candor. "I was impressed with
the graphic language. Words like
'motherfucker' I could never write in
my language, which was so prim and
proper, so British. I felt like I was born
for this culture."
From 1978 to 1996 Nasim earned
his living selling luxury cars, working
for Loeber Motors on Clark Street
from 1982 to 1996. Since 1996 he has
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ul read in Li'e magazine that there
was freedom of sexual expression in
America ... I fell in love with Chicago.
said •This is my heaven. This is my
home.'" --lfti Nasim

lfti Nasim is a lover of glamour in the form
of women's clothing and a love of life in all
things beautiful.

earned his living entirely from selling
his poetry, giving readings, writing
freelance articles and lectures.
Ultimately, Nasim sees himself as a
voice for the oppressed. "Basically in
my poetry I cannot get rid of those
feelings of empathy and sympathy for
the underdogs of society. If I am writing about homoeroticism it still breaks
down into economic disparity and

poverty: the hunger for bread
and sex."
Nasim includes women as
well in this category, especially women from Pakistan,
India and Southeast Asia,
because of their status at the
bottom of society. Lines from
poem entitled Death of
Princess, ostensibly about
Princess Diana, speak about
the various ways women are
dehumanized and destroyed
by cultural attitudes:
What's the difference if a
woman is beheaded?
Or blown away on the highway or put in a golden cage.
Death comes in without
knocking at the door.
Although Nasim claims
that he loves Pakistan and
India, he feels it would be
dangerous for him to return.
He still has two sisters in
Pakistan with whom he maintains a slight connection but
he hasn't been back to
Pakistan in eight years. He
does, however, travel surreptitiously to India to give private readings.
"In India they see my
work as a Western diseasethey think being gay is a
Western disease. I must talk
openly, the way heterosexuals
talk openly," says Nasim.
Nasim's poetry is available in
India and sells well. Indeed, the
largest sales of his poetry in any country is in India.
Although the bullet wounds have
healed, the memory of that day in
Lyallpur and others like it fire Nasim's
desire to write poetry that will expose
bigotry and further the rights of
homosexuals and the oppressed. He is
not afraid of criticism or reprisals. He
is a survivor who shows by example
what it means to live a brave and honest life. And he will not be silenced. He
will be heard. D
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Dion-e ..
The key turns in the lock
at precisely six o'clock
every evening. We drop
bag, book and briefcase on the
threshold; kick off
the confines of our work fatiguesit is time
for macaroni and cheese or
for whatever else our
daily bread may consist.
We haven't missed
this date for decades,
you and I, this domestic
pas de deux we do
around the kitchen floor:
we spin and twirl, reach and whirl,
open and pour, grabbing for
fresh this, frozen that,
instant something else off the shelf.
Water boils, timer ticks,
oven preheats, microwave waves
the remains of last night's free-range
chicken because it's our time
to taste happiness. Snap the
last carrot into the salad.
Noodles get drained.
Green beans get strained.
Table's reserved.
Dinner is served.
And at six thirty-five
the music stops.
We parade our steaming plates on
trays in front of the television set
but before we forget,
we thank thee, Del Monte,
Green Giant and Kraft, for
this incredibly fast,
albeit forgettable, repast.
-Mary Blinn

c:. _..~~------------------------ripe fast
now rotten apples
once
nestled in the balance
between
mouth and
waste.
-Jared Miller

saltwater pass
reflection of me
stranded at last
cast out to sea.
alone with the rain
i gathered my mass
and silence smiled
at saltwater pass.
-Jared Miller
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o my friend and the object of
my affection." It was not long
ago that I received the book
in which these words were written to
me, though it seems as if I have lived
several lives since.
When men observe women in the
public arena, they do so with hungry
eyes, and it has been my experience
that women do their best to avoid
these glances.
Because of this, I found myself the
recipient of a rather pleasant surprise
of a conversation with a fascinatingly
attractive woman while waiting for
the bus on North Avenue. To my disbelief, she suggested that we abandon our wait for the bus and get a
drink instead. I have found in my
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time that it is always best to engage in
nearly any adventure with a mysterious woman, and so I accepted her
offer.
We made our way to Delilah's,
and under the din of Punk Rock
Monday we conversed about a number of meaningless issues, none of
which was the first on our minds.
She never let it slip that she was anything but unattached, and I congratulated myself on encountering a rare
gem.
She returned with me to my apartment that night to sober up before
returning home. We did not touch
with intimacy, tho u gh she was
reduced to lying down with her head
in my lap, with the express purpose

of fighting off the waves of nausea
that were buffeting her.
It occurred to me at a later date
that it may or may not have been the
Long Island iced teas that were causing it.
I think you're great.
I think you're great.
Can I see you again?
Absolutely.
She refused to let me call her at
home, citing some complications that
she was unwilling to elaborate on. In
my naivete, I asked no questions
because none occurred to me.
I invited her over for dinner the
next week, calling the department
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ous at the same time.
My mind was not on evaluation at
that moment, however. Understanding
tends to come in retrospect.
I think you're great.
I think you're great.
Can I see you again?
You bet.
We saw each other intermittently
over the next few weeks. On one occasion she made a gift of a book, with
the inscription, "To my friend and the
object of m y affection." No one had
ever referred to me in such a manner,
and som ething inside me gave a great
sigh of pleasure.
But things were not going all so
smoothly, and it began to dawn on m e
that something was amiss. I gathered
m y courage and asked h er wha t was
going on, no, what was really going
on.
She was having family problems.
She had been m arried. She was married, though separated. She was separated, but they were still living
together, sleeping in different rooms.
They were sleeping on different sides
of the bed. They were buyin g a condo
in Bucktown.
Oh. Ahem.
I'm sorry I didn't tell you earlier.
Why didn' t you ?
I couldn't.
Oh.Ahem.

store where she worked to contact her.
Why can't I call you at home?
We'll talk about that later.
OK. No problem.
I'll see you Friday.
I was nearly humming with anticip ation that night. I sp ent hours on the
preparations: pecan-crusted chicken
w ith a tom ato basil cream sau ce,
Count Basie on the stereo, a fine bottle
of wine. We ate, we traded witticisms
and the conversation inevitably
moved to the couch, where we clumsily necked like teen -agers.
There was something in her kiss
that made one think of a great sadness, something passionate and furi-
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This inevitably led to complications, as one might expect. I could
not, in good conscience proceed any
further in this relationship.
There were a number of issu es I
was tolerant of, especially involving
som eone I felt strongly about, but
contribution to adultery was not on
the exempted list. This naturally led
to some difficulties, and an atypical
type of relationship.
You' re great.
You're great, too, but.. .
I still passion ately desired her,
both in mind and body, but I could
not allow myself to compromise my
sense of morals . Some things I could
do, and some things I could not. You
read about these situations and shake

your head, proclaiming tha t you are
above the shaky morality of the weak
n arrator. Of course, I continued to see
her.
We did not touch, though we
engaged in mental and moral sparring. She would entice, requ est,
plead . I would not allow it, citing my
deep-set feelings on the matter, all the
w hile my libido was cursing me.
It gave her great satisfaction to see
me lust after her, and yet hold myself
back. I had a beautiful, intelligent
woman openly attempting to seduce
me, and I received some sort of
masochistic pleasure out of it. I could
give in, but I wouldn't. I wouldn't. I
couldn't.
Make love to me.
You know I can't.
Yes, you can.
You know what I mean.
Underneath it all she was terrifically sad. She made a trem endous
effort not to let on, to keep things relegated to verbal forep lay, but unspoken emotions always leak out.
She never should have married,
but she did it to please her family, and
now, becau se of her family, she would
never leave him. They fought, and
fough t. He screamed a t her. He
crushed his wedding ring with pliers.
He wro te "Here lives the slut" on her
bedroom door. But he would never
hit her, rather retrea ting than continuin g, eith er too weak or too strong. She
could not bear to be with him, and
yet, oddly, could n ot bear his loss.
One sunny day, sprawled on the
grass in Grant Park, I experienced a
moment of weakness. I allowed h er to
kiss m e. Perh ap s I kissed her. I do not
remember. She h ad been discu ssing
the sorry state of affairs her life had
fallen into, and she laid her head
upon my chest, then looked up at me
with tears in her eyes. It was as much
consolation as lust, and she kissed me
as she wept. I melted.
We were due to meet later that
week. She never showed up . I never
called her. Perhaps the two have reconciled their differences, and come to
some understanding. Perhaps sh e left
him. That's what I'd like to think. I
have not seen her since, except in m y
thoughts. D
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A CONVERSATION WITH
AUTHOR DON DE GRAZIA
BY KEITH HELT

on De Grazia is the soft-spoken author of the recently
published book American
Skin . It's a story of a young kid coming of age (and becoming a punk) in
Chicago in the '80s. De Grazia, a
native Chicagoan, is currently a
fiction writing teacher at Columbia
College Chicago.

Q

What made you want to be an
author?
I read a lot of fiction as a kid. I
think, like a lot of writers, I'm a sort of
natural-born introvert-but one with
a strong desire to interact with society.
Reading and writing fiction are solitary ways to join the fray.

Q What books have influenced you
the most?
That's easy-Huckleberry Finn and
The Catcher in the Rye. I picked up
those two books as a kid, and since
that time I've gone through a lot of
phases-from
Dostoyevsky
to
Bukowski
to
Fitzgerald
to
Shakespeare to Cormac McCarthyand they've all changed me as a
writer. Even authors I hate have influenced me. But I'm amazed at the way
Huck Finn and Catcher have stood up
92

American Skin (Scribner Paperbacks, 1999) describes the coming-ofage of a young man in Chicago in the 1980s.

over the years. Those two novels,
along with Sherwood Anderson's
Winesburg, Ohio, are currently my
three favorite works of fiction.

Q Have films influenced your writing?
Yeah, and any writer who says that
film doesn't influence his writing is
either a liar or mistaken. The novelist
Charles Johnson says that when you
write a novel it's a dialogue between
you and all of the novels you've ever
read, which I think is an excellent way
of putting it. But I would expand that
to a dialogue between you and all of
the stories you've ever been exposed
to, regardless of the form- the one
your friend told you that night at the
bar, that Belgian film you can't
remember the name of, that performance of Henry V you saw at The
Globe, the funniest column Mike

Royko ever wrote, that one episode of
Bonanza, and so on. Every form of
communication you come in contact
with has its influence on you as a
writer. It's not always a positive influence, but it's an influence nonetheless.
And the fact of the matter is that
watching a film is, creatively speaking, a much more passive mental
experience than reading a novel.
Whether it's a supermarket romance
or Tolstoy, the demand is put on the
novel audience to use their own life
experience to sort of co-write the
story, so each reader's experience is
absolutely unique. And that's why
novels will always be an important
part of the human experience. Just
look at all those zillions of Internetgeneration kids who devour every
Harry Potter novel. And just waitwhen the movie comes out, they'll all
say it sucks.
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Q How has your writing process
developed over the years?
As a student at Columbia College
I learned how to rewrite . And not just
edit, but re-see and reconsider the
possibilities of what I initially put
down on paper. That was not initially
an intuitive part of my process. In
fact, I resisted the whole idea of it. It's
a classic beginning writer's copout:
"Kerouac didn't rewrite!" But even
that's bullshit. Kerouac rewrote. And,
in my opinion, he should have rewritten more.

Q Where's your favorite place to
hang out?
You mean besides the Dunkin'
Donuts parking lot at Clark and
Belmont? Probably the Caribou
Coffee place down the street from me.
I also like to drop in and bug the
artists Tony Fitzpatrick and Teresa
Mucha at Tony's Big Cat Press studio.

Q Is there an overall theme, from
story to story, that you come back to in
your writing?
When I first started writing, there
certainly was a theme very close to my
heart that kept popping up-girls. But
as I look at my writing now I see the
theme of the individual who keeps
trying and failing to find his place in
society. But he never stops trying.
Q Does music kick your ass? What
kind?
Yes, if it wasn't for the music of
The Mentors, I would not be a writer
today. I love music, but it's not a
lifestyle. I was one of the tens of thousands of kids who got into the
Chicago punk scene in the '80s and

to turn pop music into some kind of
scholarly discipline-to make music
appreciation a tightly controlled
clique-and that takes all the fun out
of it.
Also, I like a lot of music, but I
truly love very little-at least enough
to buy it and listen to it again and
again. I've probably only listened to a
half dozen albums in the last six
months, but I've played each one hundreds of times-Hank William Sr.'s
Rare Demos, Sarah Vaughan with
Clifford Brown, some Memphis Slim,
Elvis' Sun Sessions, Mike Ness' two
solo albums, and a couple compilations of old classic country heartbreak
songs I picked up in England of all
places. Oh, yeah, and every once in a
while- Throb
Throb
by Naked
Ray gun.

Q Do you speak or read in a language besides English?
Yes, the language of love.

Q What's the best thing about
Chicago and is that what keeps you
here?
The best thing about Chicago is
that it's a better place to live than anywhere else. It's all relative. I mean,
L.A. is some kind of glad-hand strip
mall nightmare, and New York is
filled with disaffected New Yorkers
who need to be forcibly sent to charm
school-preferably one that relies

Q If you were to collaborate with any
other authors-who? What?
It would be a book of essays meditating on race and class relations in
America, and the limitations of the
Liberal-Conservative paradigm. The
featured authors would be me, Jim
(The Redneck Manifesto) Goad and
Larry (The Ten Things You Can't Say in
America) Elder.

uchicago is a world-class city, but it's truly unpretentious.
However, that does make it a little harder place to be an
artist or a writer or a filmmaker or whatever. Chicagoans
are more likely than most other big city people to say stuff
like £You're a poet? What kind of money can you make
doing that?'" -Don DeGrazia
heavily on the cattle prod.
I'm not just being glib. New
Yorkers-and I'm referring here to
the Manhattanites who run publishing-make my skin crawl. Chicago is
a world-class city, but it's truly unpretentious. However, that does make it
a little harder place to be an artist or a
writer or a filmmaker or whatever.
Chicagoans are more likely than most
other big city people to say stuff like:
"You're a poet? What kind of money
can you make doing that?"
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thought Naked Raygun was the
coolest. I still think Naked Raygun is
the coolest, but I'm repulsed by the
idea of people who live their lives
according to music subculture. I
mean, it's understandable for kids,
but I see people who are pushing 40
who still wrap a lot of their selfesteem around the fact that they were
the first person at their high school to
listen to Minor Threat, or whatever. It
becomes this sort of competitive,
fascistic, intellectually empty attempt

Q Have you ever found true love?
Yeah, the Chicago skyline from
about 50 different vantage points.
Don't groan. I mean it.

Q

When you die, what do you want
to be remembered for?
Honestly? My first thought was:
"Who cares? I'll be dead." But I suppose if I'm survived by any loved ones
I'd like to be remembered as a writer
whose work lasted, so my people can
live large off my royalty checks. D
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Sweet Home Chicago
BY CHRIS GAVAZZONI
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BY DREW ADAMAK

owntown Chicago is a terrible
place to have a weak bladder.
You'd think that finding a free,
clean restroom would be easy among
the innumerable restaurants and storefronts of the Loop. But extensive personal research, fueled by excessive coffee and bladder impatience, has proven
the opposite. Getting a coveted restroom
key from a surly fast-food worker without a purchase is as impossible as finding free parking during rush hour.
Rather than submit to the third
degree about my desperate need to tinkle, I embarked on a mission to find hassle-free, sanitary bathrooms in the Loop.
Along the way I found some of the best
free culture Chicago has to offer.
Encompassing an entire city block
next to the El tracks at 400 S. State St.,
the Harold Washington Library is the
largest public circulation library in the
country. Opened in 1991, it has over
756,000 square feet of floor space and
70 miles of shelving. It also has some
of the cleanest publicly accessible toilets in the Loop.
The library's three-story entrance
foyer buzzes and moves like a crowded
bus station. Information clerks behind
giant oak counters direct some of the
library's 7,000 daily patrons to various
floors and services.
Hallways that extend in all directions off the main floor lead to a variety
of historical memorabilia and specialty
book collections.
Surrounding the escalators to the
third floor are examples of the library's
public art collection. The restroorns are
just a few feet from the escalator exit,
thankfully.
No one ever questions me as I make
a beeline straight for the bathroom. On
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Tinkle
Tours
HOW BLADDER
WEAKNESS LEAD ME
TO CULTURAL
STRENGTH
my way out, I stop to check on the architecture section for new arrivals, grab a
quick cup of coffee, to go, at the ninthfloor cafe (refueling, you know) and
thank the heavens that I made it in time.
For those interested in more than the
library's lavatories, public tours are
available on the third floor starting at 2
p.m., and public cultural events are
planned daily. For information, call
(312) 747-4136.
If my bladder is not up to navigating
the labyrinth of hallways and escalators
at the library, I'll go to the Music Mart at
the DePaul Center. Located on State
Street between Jackson Boulevard and
Van Buren Street, the Music Mart also
doubles as a DePaul University campus.
The center is full of pedestrian traffic
and cozy shops, including more than a
dozen music-related businesses and five
restaurants and cafes. The Mart has a
two-tiered food court and performance
space horne to daily lunchtime musical
entertainment. Patrons take their time to
browse and eat, all to the soundtrack of
live music.
The Music Mart also is a great
place to find relief without having to
stand in line or tip-toe through
unidentified sludge.

All performances begin at noon and
are free to the public. Seating is firstcome, first-serve but plentiful. Call (312)
362-6700.
My favorite Loop museum/restroom is the Museum of Broadcast
Communications at the Chicago
Cultural Center, on Michigan Avenue at
Washington Boulevard. The museum is
one of two broadcast museums in the
country and the only one to house a
fully functioning media research center.
The best features for the continencechallenged are the hallway displays of
Chicago architectural photography and
the Chicago Radio Hall of Fame leading
to the lavatory.
On the top of my list for coolest
museum display in the city is the
MBC's Frasier Thomas' Family
Classics television set. The museum
offers free public performances and
dining during the weekday lunch
rush. A mixed crowd of young professionals, students and senior citizens fill
the common area during lunch.
Even though the MBC is usually
filled with tourists, rnuseum-goers and
comfortable loafers, the restroorns are
easily accessible and clean. Plus, I've
never been asked to make a purchase in
order to tinkle.
All events and exhibits are free. Call
(312) 629-6000.
The Harold Washington Library,
the Music Mart and the MBC all offer
free cultural experiences that I would
not have discovered were it not for a
desperate need to pee. All are Meccas
of food, music, art and relaxation in
the middle of the hustle-bustle Loop.
Visit them as often as you like, but do
me a favor: Don't block the door to
the bathroom. D
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